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ABSTRACT
The motivation behind this thesis is illustrated by the fact that many breast cancers are missed
at X-ray mammography, insufficient contrast being the most important reason. The present
thesis considers the diffraction-enhanced imaging (DEI) technique for imaging in vitro breast
tumours. DEI is one of the novel methods in which the change in X-ray wavefront phase or
propagation direction at the boundaries and interfaces of the object is used for contrast
formation. The purpose here was to evaluate the potential of the DEI technique for
mammographic imaging. Other issues discussed include X-ray interactions with matter,
radiation dose and generic aspects of breast diagnostics.
The formation of refraction contrast was studied quantitatively, using well-characterised test
objects and incoherent radiation from an X-ray tube. A new type of device for fine rotation of
the analyser crystal was designed, constructed and calibrated. Detailed comparison was made
between the histopathological sections of 18 excised human breast tumour specimens and
radiographic images. Both planar and transaxial images were acquired with the DEI technique
using coherent synchrotron radiation, and the same specimens were imaged with screen-film
mammography and computed tomography (CT) units at a hospital.
Refraction contrast in X-ray imaging was as much as 20 times larger than the absorption
contrast. The fine-rotation device proved to be a very stable tool for examining refraction
effects with nanoradian angular resolution. The typical morphologic features of lobular
carcinoma invasion were evident in the medium-resolution DEI-CTs, while the changes were
vague or ambiguous in the CTs. The visibility of microcalcifications and fine structural details
was greatly enhanced in the high-resolution DEI images compared with the screen-film
mammograms.
Regarding the clinical applications, it is essential that refraction contrast prevails with
incoherent radiation from the X-ray tube and that small X-ray beam deviations can be
revealed with compact instrumentation. Development of compact monochromatic X-ray
sources having sufficient flux to allow short exposure times for clinical purposes will remain
a challenging task, and the latest developments in this field are discussed. DEI provides
improved visibility of early signs of breast abnormalities, which is crucial for detecting
tumours at early stages and small sizes, both being the most important prognostic indicators.
In addition, lower radiation doses than those currently employed in mammography make DEI
a promising method even for breast CT with clinically acceptable doses. However, the factors
affecting image formation need to be examined further to yield direct correspondence
between the contrast and structure of the object.
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AIM OF THE THESIS
The overall objective of the thesis was to evaluate the potential of the DEI method for
mammographic imaging.
The specific aims of the original publications were to
1)
2)
3)
4)

study quantitatively the formation of refraction contrast in X-ray imaging (I),
design, construct and calibrate a compact device for fine rotation of the DEI optics (II),
determine the correspondence of DEI-CT images of lobular breast carcinoma specimens
with CT, screen-film mammography and histology (III), and
determine the correspondence of DEI images of human breast tumour specimens with
screen-film mammography and histology (IV).
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Breast cancer is the most common malignant disease among women in the industrialised
countries. Almost one million new cases occurred in the year 2000, which corresponded to
22% of all cancers among women and 375 000 deaths due to breast cancer worldwide [1].
Currently, approximately 32% of all female cancers in Finland are breast cancers, and each
year about 3700 new cases are diagnosed. Since the 1970s the incidence has increased by 4%
per year until the year 2001, when it was still increasing [2]. There is remarkable geographical
variation throughout the world, with the highest incidence rates in the industrialised countries
and much lower rates in the developing countries. There are a number of known risk factors
for breast cancer, of which one of the strongest is sex: cancer of the male breast is about 100
times less common than that of females, affecting less than 1 in 1000 men in their lifetime.
The other major risk factor is age: in Western Europe about half of all breast cancers occur in
women over 65 years of age, but these constitute 60% of the deaths [3]. Important factors for
increased risk also include early menarche, late menopause, late first pregnancy, nulliparity,
high socioeconomic status, obesity, high alcohol intake, hormone replacement therapy,
history of benign proliferative breast disease and family history of breast cancer [1,4,5].
Breast cancer diagnosis is made by physical examination, which means either clinical breast
examination or breast self-examination with palpation, and by breast imaging, fine-needle
aspiration cytology or core needle biopsy. The diagnostic method used should have high
specificity and sensitivity, be as noninvasive and harmless as possible and should take into
account the limited financial, personnel and time resources of the health care system. At the
time of diagnosis the majority of primary breast cancers have already invaded into the stroma
of the breast. The most common symptom is a lump, which is associated in 70-80% of
operable breast cancer. Other symptoms can include swelling, pain, nipple retraction or
discharge, skin changes, lump in the axilla or general symptoms [5,6]. However, women are
frequently fully asymptomatic, so that about 20% of all diagnosed cases are detected only by
screening of defined groups of patients at higher risk [7]. Currently, X-ray mammography is
the most widely used and the only efficacious method of diagnostic radiology for early
detection and diagnosis of breast cancer, especially with postmenopausal women. Its primary
function is to detect breast cancer at an earlier stage and smaller size than the physical
examination might achieve. The time of diagnosis is extremely important, since tumour size
and stage at diagnosis are the most important prognostic indicators [8]. Finland was the first
country to introduce nationwide breast cancer screening as a public health policy in 1987 [9].
Today, national mammographic screening programmes are carried out in many countries
within public health care systems and are considered to reduce breast cancer mortality by
about 30% in women over 50 years of age [1,9-12]. In addition to screening, X-ray
mammography is also used for performing diagnosis, i.e. for classification of findings.
However, its use is less efficient in this role, mainly due to its limited specificity, particularly
in differentiating benign from malignant lesions. In mammograms many benign and
malignant lesions have considerable overlap in their morphologic characteristics, so that the
specificity is not enough to obviate the need for breast biopsy. Unless major advances in
radiographic diagnostics are introduced, confirmation of diagnosis by triple diagnosis (clinical
breast examination, breast imaging, and cytology or core needle biopsy) will remain
mandatory before proceeding to the definitive treatment.
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The survival rate of breast cancer patients has improved in the last four decades, due primarily
to the early detection of smaller and more frequent node-negative tumours, achieved by
regularly performed mammographic screening and breast self-examination, but also by
continuously improved treatment methods [13,14]. Previously, total mastectomy with axillary
dissection was the basic treatment, whereas today breast-conserving surgery in combination
with chemotherapy, hormone treatment and postoperative radiotherapy is increasingly
employed. Since local treatment can be totally effective for small tumours and that mortality
is mainly due to distant blood-borne metastases, there has been a much higher readiness to
offer more conserving procedures. The one-year survival rate from breast cancer in Europe in
the year 2000 was 91% and at five years 65%, while in Finland the five-year relative survival
rate is about 84% at present [1,2,15]. However, the prognosis varies widely depending on
stage, grade and size of the primary tumour, with axillary lymph node involvement being of
particular importance. For patients with localised disease, regional metastases and distant
metastases, the five-year relative survival rates were 93%, 68% and 22%, respectively, in
Finland during the period of 1985-1994 [13]. In the choice of therapeutic approach,
particularly when considering breast-conserving procedures, good diagnostic methods are
especially important.
Imaging has an important role in medicine and biology, covering a wide range of length scale
from the whole-body imaging of the patient down to atomic and molecular structures. Today,
probes in diagnostic radiology range from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
ultrasonography (US) through laser and X-rays to neutrons and radioisotopes. In the X-ray
field, specific new imaging techniques utilising monochromatic X-rays have been introduced
for material science and medical applications. These so-called phase-contrast techniques
include interferometry, propagation imaging and diffraction-enhanced imaging (DEI) [16-21].
Recent applications in the field of mammography have provided enhanced image contrast
with considerably lower radiation doses than in ordinary absorption-based imaging [20,2225].
This thesis explores contrast mechanisms in X-ray imaging. Special emphasis is given to the
benefits of and problems encountered in application of monochromatic X-rays for imaging,
which provides more detailed information from the specimen examined than is available with
standard systems. The imaging modes include planar imaging and computed tomography
(CT), or transaxial imaging. The specimens examined vary from well-characterised test
objects to in vitro human breast tissues, which involve complex biological structures. The
results of the original articles are summarised and conclusions and prospects for future
development are presented.

1.2 Imaging of the mammary gland
A wide variety of methods is available for imaging the mammary gland. The technological
foundations of the methods employed in diagnostic use rely on four different physical
properties of tissues. X-ray mammography is the primary imaging modality for breast cancer
screening and diagnosis; its use rests on the changes occurring in electron density (attenuation
coefficient) of the tissues to be imaged. US is the most important adjunctive imaging modality
available for breast cancer diagnosis; its use is based on changes occurring in acoustic wave
impedance. MRI, which utilises the changes occurring in the molecular local magnetic
environment, is still in very limited use in breast diagnostics. Nuclear medicine (NM), which
is based on the exploitation of ionising radiation emanating from radiopharmaceuticals
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selectively uptaken by different tissues, is also involved in clinical mammographic practice.
The discussions in this chapter will be mainly limited to the present diagnostic
mammographic modalities, but a brief survey of some methods under investigation is given as
well.
X-ray mammography
It is slightly more than a century since the only way to probe inside the human body was
literally by eye at surgery. Since the discovery of X-rays by Wilhelm C. Röntgen in 1895, the
applications of electromagnetic radiation to the field of medicine have become increasingly
important [26]. The first publication on radiographs of breast cancer appeared in 1913, when a
surgeon Albert Salomon demonstrated the radiomorphological changes occurring in surgical
breast mastectomy [27]. In those days there was not yet all that need for clinical in vivo
imaging, since the basic treatment for palpable lumps was total mastectomy. It would be
almost 20 years before Stafford L. Warren carried out the first clinical feat in New York; in
1930 he published the results of 119 females of whom 58 had breast cancer; only 8 cases had
interpretative errors including 4 false-negative diagnoses [28]. Since 1913, when William D.
Coolidge introduced a vacuum-based X-ray tube with associated cooling fins, development in
diagnostic X-ray sources has been rather limited. Except for the invention of the rotating
anode in 1930, most efforts have been toward improving the other components of imaging
systems, such as antiscatter grids, intensifying screens and digital detectors. To date, X-ray
mammography represents the only efficacious imaging modality for early detection and
diagnosis of breast cancer. It is a commonly available method with established criteria for the
evaluation and performance of examinations. In principal these can be divided into 2
categories: screening and diagnostic X-ray mammography examinations.
Screening X-ray mammography
X-ray mammography is the only breast-imaging modality suitable for detecting cancer at such
early stages and small sizes that women are fully asymptomatic and the cancer is not palpable
by physical examination. This has been the reason for introducing mammography as a
systematic mass screening tool for detecting clinically occult breast cancers. In 1987, Finland
became the first country in the world to introduce a nationwide population-based breast
cancer screening programme [9]. Since then, the use of screening has increased steeply and
today several countries have their own screening programmes as part of their public health
care systems. The results have been encouraging and most tumours detected with screening
mammography are smaller than 1 cm in diameter and, more importantly, in most cases the
findings are node-negative. Screening programmes have been carried out for defined groups
of women. In Finland every 2 years, women in birth cohorts recommended by the Ministry of
Social Affairs and Health are individually identified and invited for breast cancer screening.
According to the National Public Health Law and Statute the programme covers women 5059 years of age [29,30]. The standard screening examination includes 2 views of the breast: a
mediolateral-oblique view and a craniocaudal view. The former allows visualisation of more
breast tissue, particularly the posterior portions, than any other view and the latter improves
specificity by providing additional information on the subareolar, central and medial portions
of the breast. Two radiologists independently interpret the mammograms. After a read-along
they together decide on suspected cases, in which further examinations are needed for
confirmation of the diagnosis [31].
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In a number of randomised trials and case-control and cohort studies, it was demonstrated that
regularly performed mammography can reduce mortality from breast cancer by 24-35% in
women 50-69 years of age [1,9,10,12]. In contrast, there is no consensus on the benefit to
younger or older women. For these age-groups of women, the use of screening has been
slower to appear, which is likely due to less dramatic indication of benefits thus far. In the
younger age-group this may result from mammographically denser breast tissue leading to
reduced sensitivity and lower specificity, but also from more rapid spread of some types of
cancer. Therefore, shortening the screening interval from biennial to annual among women
less than 50 years of age would be necessary to achieve a higher mortality reduction. It was
shown that mortality from breast cancer in this age-group can be reduced by 15-36%
[1,11,32-34]. In the older age-group of women, the efficiency aspects are particularly difficult
to treat. This is mainly due to the fact that their participation in randomised trials is known to
be lower than for younger women. The proportion of life-years saved is also less and some
cancer would not have been detected without screening because the women would have
previously died of other causes. Few studies have reported relative risk reductions of 22-45%
among women 65-74 years of age, but this issue pertaining to public health policy remains
controversial, because the data of this particular age-group are inconclusive [35,36].
About 10% of all screening mammograms are classified as abnormal, necessitating further
examinations for confirmation of the diagnosis [37,38]. However, the cumulative chance of a
false-positive result increases as individual women undergo repeated screenings. One survey
estimated that as many as 49% of women who underwent annual screening experienced at
least one false-positive result in 10 years [39]. False-positive results represent a problem,
since at most only 3% of women with an abnormal mammogram, corresponding to 0.3% of
all mammograms, actually have breast cancer [12]. It always causes anxiety for women
waiting for the diagnosis, not to mention the need for an unnecessary needle or open biopsy.
On the other hand, false-positive results may even increase women’s adherence to further
recommended screening [40]. Intercomparison of sequential screening mammograms
decreases the false-positive rate, as does lowering of the recall rate. Nevertheless, in the latter
case lowering of the radiographic threshold should not be so large that cancers are missed.
Since no golden standard can be applied to the entire screened population, the false-negative
rate describes the number of nondetected diseases emerging and becoming clinically apparent
during an interval between the screenings. False-negative cases include overlooked and
misinterpreted cancers, true interval cancers and mammographically occult cases. A
substantial increase in sensitivity is seen when two-view mammography and double-reading
are compared with single-view mammography. Two-view mammography, compared with
single-view can increase the infiltrating cancer detection rate by 25%, while double-reading of
mammograms can decrease the number of women recalled by as much as 45% and increase
the number of detected breast cancers by 9% [41,42]. Both false-positive and false-negative
results are increased in the case of dense breasts.
The most frequently discussed adverse effects of screening mammography are anxiety, pain
and discomfort, expenses and radiation-induced cancer. Anxiety over an abnormal
mammogram usually dissipates after cancer is ruled out, and few report that anxiety deters
them from obtaining further screening. There is wide discrepancy in the reported incidence
rate of pain associated with screening mammography, varying from 1% to about 70% [43-46].
Usually pain is mild or moderate, but can be severe in a small percentage of women.
Discomfort is common and is reported by up to 90% of women [47]. On the other hand, there
are many methodological differences relating to the use of pain scales in different studies.
Pain associated with the mammography procedure may, for some women, undermine
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compliance and discourage participation in screenings [48]. Nevertheless, to date there is no
consensus on the prevalence of mammography-associated pain. The high costs needed to
ensure regular population screening programmes are another source of controversy. This is
particularly true if the expenses are generated by additional diagnostic evaluation of falsepositives or clinically possibly insignificant breast lesions, such as ductal carcinoma in situ
(DCIS). The evidence regarding the natural history and need for treatment of DCIS is
inconclusive, so that some women may receive treatment of early lesions, many of which
never achieve the infiltrating form of carcinoma [49]. Overall, screening mammography is
fairly cost-effective in comparison to many other health care services [50]. If no screening
programme is introduced the resources must, nevertheless, be redirected to alternative
resources, e.g. longer and more complicated treatments. The major adverse effect and
criticism levelled against X-ray mammography, as a screening tool, is the potential risk
associated with cumulative radiation dose. As with all medical procedures using ionising
radiation, the general radiation protection principle requires that the radiation dose delivered
in each operation be justified and optimised. In the case of clinical radiology this means that
the benefit of the examination must overweigh the potential harm related to the use of
ionising radiation and the dose must be kept as low as reasonably achievable [51]. It is
commonly assumed that the risk of radiation-induced carcinogenesis excludes the threshold
value, and therefore the dose must be monitored. The risk estimates are calculated, assuming
a linear dose-risk relationship and based on epidemiological studies of high-dose exposures
(several Gy) when set against the dose levels delivered in mammography (a few mGy) [5259]. The risk associated with X-ray mammographic examination appears to be very small.
Regularly performed annual screening beginning at the age of 40 years and ending at the age
of 70 years would increase the total risk of secondary cancer from 12% to 12.03% [60]. Thus,
even a small benefit to women of screening mammography clearly outweighs any possible
risk of radiation-induced carcinogenesis.
Diagnostic X-ray mammography
Diagnostic X-ray mammography is an additional examination required when there are
clinically suspicious findings, such as an abnormal screening mammogram or a palpable
lump. It is used for differentiation of malignancies from benign breast diseases as well as their
localisation, extent evaluation and classification. Each diagnostic mammography examination
is tailored to the individual patient and to elucidate the suspicious areas it may comprise
additional views, e.g. magnification and spot compression mammograms of the breast. In
selected diagnostically difficult cases the use of an additive investigation method such as US
or MRI is well founded [61,62]. As a noninvasive method, diagnostic mammography should
always be performed prior to any considered biopsy to localise the finding and perceive the
nature of the disease, e.g. multifocality. Over recent decades experience has increased and led
to standardised recommendations for interpretation and reporting abnormal findings in
mammograms. The most common abnormalities encountered in mammograms are masses
and calcifications whose radiographic appearances provide important clues to their aetiology.
The perception of these findings is discussed in chapter 3.4.
X-ray mammography provides a sensitivity of almost 100% in breasts containing large
amounts of adipose tissue. Since breast abnormalities in most cases are radiographically
dense, radiolucent adipose tissue provides an excellent background for detecting even small
abnormalities. The other strength of mammography is the excellent visibility of calcifications,
which are present in 45-65% of breast malignancies and in about 20% of benign diseases
[63,64]. Despite significant improvements in image quality over recent years, the technique
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still has some shortcomings. In women with dense breast stroma and parenchyma, the
sensitivity of mammography considerably decreases, although calcifications are readily seen
[65]. As many as 25-40% of women undergoing screening have dense breasts, and thus
imaging them is not a negligible problem [66-69]. Various studies have reported overall
sensitivities of up to 90% for mammography, but the sensitivity is strongly dependent on the
age of the patient [70-72]. In 2001, Saarenmaa et al. reported that in women less than 50 years
of age the sensitivity of mammography is only 83%. Fortunately, in women over the age of 50
years the sensitivity improves to level as high as 94%, so that a total sensitivity is 92% [72].
The differentiation of fibrosis from recurrence in irradiated or surgically altered breasts
remains a challenge, as does the evaluation of response in neoadjuvant chemotherapy.
Mammography tends to underestimate tumour size and multifocality, and approximately 1020% of palpable breast cancers are not visible at all, mainly as a result of insufficient contrast
[73,74]. It is also well known that there may be considerable variations in mammography
interpretation among observers, depending greatly on their experience [38,75]. This has a
significant effect on the sensitivity of the examination, and some originally undetected
tumours may be visible in retrospective review of mammograms [76]. The specificity of the
examination also improves with experience and can be particularly optimised in large-scale
screening programmes. This is illustrated in 2 studies, in which the specificities were 93.5%
and greater than 97.0% [39,77]. In the first study 93 radiologists reported the results of 9762
mammograms in the United States over a 10-year period, while in the latter 11-year study
approximately 100 radiologists reported the results of 1 495 744 mammograms in Finland.
However, the specificity of mammography is far from sufficient to obviate the need for breast
biopsy. The specificity significantly decreases with the size of the lesion and results in a wide
range of reported positive predictive values for biopsied radiographic lesions. It varies from
5% to 85%, primarily due to patient selection, and depicts the portion of malignancy
occurring among the biopsied lesions recommended based on screening mammography
[37,38,73,74,78]. Furthermore, in the case of silicone implants, the attenuation of X-rays by
silicone limits the mammographic visibility of breast cancer. For these reasons combined
evaluation using different diagnostic methods is essential. These limitations related to
sensitivity and specificity are the reasons for the ongoing search for other imaging methods
suitable for breast cancer screening and diagnosis.
Ultrasonography (US)
US of the breast is the most important adjunct to X-ray mammography and clinical breast
examination in the further assessment of both palpable and impalpable breast abnormalities. It
plays a unique role, particularly in distinquishing cystic lesions from solid lesions [79]. The
first ultrasonic echo traces from human tissue were acquired in 1950, while the first
examination of breast structure was described in 1951 [80,81]. US is based on the use of
piezoelectric transducers that emit short pulses, and the image is produced using pulse-echo
techniques, with detection and display of tissue interfaces instead of densities. US waves are
refracted and reflected at the interfaces between the mediums of different acoustic refractive
indices. The most significant differences in ultrasound with respect to other forms of radiation
used for medical imaging are its slow velocity and coherence. The first makes it possible to
use radarlike pulse-echo methods for producing the image, and the latter enables the
utilisation of interference effects in the images. An additional characteristic of US is the direct
acquisition of three-dimensional (3D) information on the imaged object.
The mean velocity for ultrasound propagation in soft tissues is 1540 m s-1, with a total range
of ± 6% [82]. In practice, except in bone, velocity is not very dependent on frequency, but is
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on temperature. There is no unequivocal definition for the resolution of US imaging systems,
since too many variables affect this value [82]. Typical values of axial, lateral and transversal
resolution of an electronically focused array scanner measured in water at 7.5 MHz are 0.25
mm, 0.7 mm, and 2 mm, respectively [68]. The optimal imaging frequency is dependent on
the type of investigation and the thickness of the imaged object; in breast imaging typical
frequencies range between 5 and 10 MHz, corresponding to wavelengths of 0.31 mm and 0.15
mm, respectively. Dimensions of the tissue structures, which potentially scatter ultrasound,
may range 4 orders of magnitude in size, from cells (about 10 µm, or 0.03 λ at 5 MHz) to
organs (up to 10 cm, or 300 λ at 5 MHz) [82].
The main applications of breast US are the most commonly used B-mode scanning and less
frequently used Doppler methods. In B-mode scanning, the pulsed ultrasonic energy is
reflected at discontinuities in acoustic impedance and converted back into an electrical signal
by the transducer to display a two-dimensional (2D) slice through a portion of the anatomy.
The Doppler effect produces echoes, in which the frequency has changed upon reflection
from a moving object [68]. It has been suggested that ultrasonic measurement of blood flow
using the Doppler effect could help to differentiate benign solid masses from malignant
masses. The idea is based on differences in vascularities: malignant tumours appear to have a
substantial neovasculature, whereas most benign lesions do not have increased blood flow
[83]. Unfortunately, in contrast to preliminary reports, subsequent studies have not been
successful, showing poor differentiation between vascularised carcinomas and benign
tumours, so that Doppler US is not reliable enough to preclude biopsy in differentiating a
benign lesion from a malignant lesion [69,84-86].
US has some important applications in breast examinations, due mostly to their presumed
very low risk of hazard to the patient. None of the numerous investigations have shown that
US at the intensity levels employed in diagnostic use today could be hazardous [82]. Whilst
only a few lesions are detected in US which are not also detected in mammography, US can
nevertheless improve the overall accuracy of breast-imaging diagnosis. The major ability of
US lies in distinguishing cysts from solid mass lesions in symptomatic women, since it
decreases the need for unnecessary biopsies causing significant morbidity in women. Its
accuracy in the diagnosis of cysts is almost 100%, and cysts as small as 2 mm can de detected
[68,87,88]. In contrast to mammography, US is sensitive in examinations of women with
dense breast parenchyma [89,90]. In dense fibrotic breasts the masses can be partially or
completely opaque at mammogram, while US may determine whether the mass is a cyst or a
solid lesion. Occasionally, US may be useful for radiographically evident but nonpalpable
masses, which have a thick wall or are too mobile to be aspirated easily. It can aid in the
evaluation of an infected breast that is too painful or swollen for taking mammograms. US
guidance in cyst aspiration, fine-needle aspiration biopsy of solid masses and preoperative
needle localisation are of great value, especially for nonpalpable lesions [91,92].
US is considered as a second-step technique in breast diagnostics, due to its limited intrinsic
potential [93]. Its diagnostic performance is strictly dependent on interpreter skills and on
whether or not the interpreter is the same person as the operator who carried out both the US
and mammography examinations. US cannot be used for differentiation of benign from
malignant masses, because its appearance in some cancers is very similar to that of
fibroadenomas. US is accurate in determining tumour size, but is relatively unreliable in
depicting small solid masses less than 1 cm in diameter that are masked by the intraglandular
lobuli of fat [68,93]. US also has very limited value in the detection of multifocality and
intraductal diseases as well as in the depiction of small preinvasive malignancies [94]. Most
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importantly, US has unacceptably low levels of specificity and sensitivity, which is mainly
due to its low spatial resolution and poor image contrast [68,95,96]. Its sensitivity is
particularly poor for calcifications, which are important indicators of DCIS and small
infiltrating malignancies [90]. Although US remains an important complementary technique
to X-ray mammography and clinical breast examination, it should not be used alone for
exclusion of malignancy.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
During the early 1970s, the phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was applied
for the first time in medical imaging, and in 1978 the breast was among the first human body
sites to be examined with this technique in vivo [97-101]. MRI utilises the interaction between
nuclear magnetic moments and radiofrequency pulses to portray the structure of biological
tissues. Nuclei suitable for MRI must possess spin and an odd number of protons to acquire a
magnetic moment. The most important nucleus for medical MRI is hydrogen (proton), which
provides by far the most intense signal among nuclei and is distributed throughout the human
body. When protons are placed in an external magnetic field and a radiofrequency pulse at the
frequency of precessing protons is sent, the protons within the body tissues will resonate. The
energy radiated back by the resonating protons is the signal that is used for producing the MR
image. Rather than providing a map of electron density, which determines the contrast of the
X-ray image, (1H) MRI maps the proton density coupled with the chemical environment
(affecting the longitudinal and transversal relaxation of spins) and the physical environment
(such as flow and diffusion) experienced by the protons.
The earliest clinical trials raised hopes that cancers, which were not detectable by
conventional breast-imaging methods, could be separated from normal tissues using MRI
[102]. Further studies, however, indicated only minor advantages, which was mostly due to
the low spatial resolution and poor signal-to-noise ratio ( SNR ) of MRI, and interest in breast
MRI vanished. Later the development of high-field magnets and breast-dedicated surface
coils significantly improved the image quality, and a real breakthrough for modern breast
MRI was the introduction of the first paramagnetic contrast agent approved for clinical use,
gadolinium diethylene-triamine-pentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA) [103,104]. In combination with
appropriately chosen fast gradient-echo pulse sequences, Gd-DTPA enabled dynamic studies
of contrast-enhanced MRI, and the method’s clinical usefulness had to be considered again
[105,106]. Spatial resolution is crucial for detecting tumour at early stages and small sizes,
both being the most important prognostic indicators. High-resolution 3D contrast-enhanced
MRI with either fat-suppression or -subtraction techniques allows imaging at about 1-mm
slice thickness in a short acquisition time [68,107]. Slice thickness could be further decreased,
but it would lead to a smaller imaged voxel and thus either to loss of signal or longer
acquisition times. In the inplane the resolution is dependent on matrix size and field of view,
both of which affect voxel size. Currently, clinically acceptable inplane resolution is about 1
mm, but inplane resolution as high as 117 µm was reported for MR images of breast
specimens [108]. Consequently, it is clear that compromises must be made in MRI regarding
these issues.
Modern contrast-enhanced MRI of the breast is carried out with superconducting high-field
magnets (0.5-1.5 T) and double-breast coils. The method, in particular due to its high
sensitivity, appears to be effective in detection and diagnosis of breast cancer. It is best used
to improve the sensitivity in selected patient groups with high prevalence of breast cancer, in
which the cancers may be missed at mammography and US. These groups include patients
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with silicone implants and those with dense breast parenchyma [109,110]. Currently, the most
important indicators for contrast-enhanced breast MRI are the assessment of size and extent
of a lesion, exclusion of multifocality, differentiation of recurrence from fibrosis, detection of
the primary tumour in front of the axillary nodes, evaluation of response in preoperative
chemotherapy and help in selection of patients for breast conservation surgery rather than for
mastectomy [94,107,111-117]. In most studies the sensitivity of contrast-enhanced breast
MRI has ranged between 80% and 100%, and the reported false-negatives have included
cases occurring in certain types of breast cancer such as infiltrating lobular carcinoma (ILC)
or DCIS [94,112,114,115,118]. One potential task for contrast-enhanced MRI is improvement
of specificity in the diagnosis of breast cancer by eliminating false-positive mammographic
lesions. Nevertheless, in most studies the reported specificity of contrast-enhanced breast
MRI varied only between 30% and 40%, although some groups reported achieving specificity
as high as 86% or even 97% [112,115,119]. However, the rate of false-negatives is currently
unknown, because all reported clinical studies were based on biopsy results of symptomatic
patients or those with positive mammographic findings.
As in US, a real benefit of MRI over X-rays is the use of nonionising radiation. On the other
hand, potential risks may arise from the use of invasive contrast medium [90]. There is no
direct evidence of any deleterious effects from thermal damage to the body by heating at the
exposure levels employed in current clinical use, but this issue has been extremely
controversial [120,121]. In patient positioning the possibility remains that carelessness may
lead to local burns caused by the induced current produced, either in the loop-positioned parts
of the body such as the crossed fingers or in the looped electrical cables in contact with the
patient [121]. The most serious hazards are connected with the need to screen ferromagnetic
material, whose entering areas with considerable magnetic fields may be dangerous.
Naturally, neither can patients with electrical devices such as cardiac pacemakers or
ferromagnetic implants be examined with MRI. The major drawbacks of contrast-enhanced
breast MRI studies are that the contrast enhancement is not specific for malignant lesions only
and that the pathological indicators such as microcalcifications and fine spiculations are not
visible in MRI, and therefore the earliest signs of some tumours are missed [62,90].
Additionally, its diagnostic performance is very dependent on interpreters’ skills, and there
are no standardised recommendations for interpretation of abnormal findings in MR images,
as there are in X-ray mammography. A significant problem of MRI in breast diagnosis is that
its spatial resolution is far from that of mammography [62,107]. The use of contrast-enhanced
breast MRI is much more expensive and time-consuming than the other breast-diagnosing
methods. On this account, the present contrast-enhanced breast MRI remains as a
complementary technique to X-ray mammography and clinical breast examination in
carefully selected cases [61,62]. However, there have been ongoing advances in MRI since its
initial introduction and developments are also expected in the near future.
Nuclear medicine (NM)
The first use of radioisotopes in clinical studies of human disease was carried out in the late
1930s. In contrast to other medical-imaging techniques, which essentially provide anatomical
details of the body organs, NM provides images of the physiological functioning of organs
using radiation emanating from inside the human body. In breast diagnosis the use of
radioisotopes relies upon the selective uptake of radiopharmaceuticals by breast tissues.
Several radionuclide-labelled monoclonal antibodies are used for the detection of primary,
recurrent and metastatic breast lesions [68,122]. The most widely used tracer in
scintimammography is technetium-labelled methoxy isobutyl isonitrile, 99mTc-sestamibi
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(99mTc-MIBI). It has high sensitivity (over 90%) in breasts containing palpable lesions larger
than 1 cm and lesions with low or indeterminate suspicion of malignancy [122-124]. In
malignancy, scintigraphy with 99mTc-labelled nanocolloidal albumin enables localisation of
the sentinel lymph node and hence contributes to accurate staging of the axilla prior to
surgery. If the node is negative for tumour, unnecessary axillary node dissection and potential
complications can be avoided. Therefore, the method is of special diagnostic value when
more conserving treatment procedures are considered. Generally, the cause for increased
uptake in NM is not always apparent. It can be metabolic or vascular and sometimes even a
benign process can result in similar uptake. Despite these facts, preliminary studies suggest
that due to an elevated metabolic activity in breast cancers, positron emission tomography
(PET) could be used for staging of breast cancer [125]. The accuracy of PET is greater than
90% in breast masses larger than 10 mm in diameter, whereas accurate determination of
smaller lesions lying deep in the breast is difficult, due to the poor resolution of the system
[126]. PET can also demonstrate primary breast cancers in women with silicone implants, and
noninvasive staging of the axillary nodes and internal mammary or supraclavicular nodes can
be imaged [125,126]. Fusion of PET metabolic images with CT or MRI anatomic images
provides a unique method for displaying complex anatomic and physiologic information in a
single image [127]. However, clinical trials are necessary to clarify the ultimate role of PET
in diagnosis of breast cancer, since at least its high costs and limited availability may curb the
widespread use of the method. In comparison to other currently used methods, NM techniques
supply qualitative and quantitative characterisation of the dynamic physiological and
metabolic processes of breast tissues. Its further utilisation may one day add specificity to
anatomic breast-imaging techniques and possibly, in certain circumstances, replace some of
them.
Other methods
The invention of X-ray CT in 1973 has been described as the greatest event in radiology since
Röntgen’s discovery [128,129]. A CT system designed for mammography had already been
built in the mid-1970s, and the first results of its clinical value were published in 1979
[130,131]. Although the spatial resolution of CT was inadequate for accurate evaluation of the
contours of a lesion, iodine contrast enhancement made it possible to demonstrate small
infiltrating cancers. Nevertheless, clinical trials have given contradictory results and the
conclusion has been that breast CT is inappropriate at least for screening purposes. This is
mostly due to the need for an intravenous contrast medium, relatively high doses and cost of
the examination. Thus far, the only practical applications for breast CT have been the
triangulation of some lesions when mammograms have been difficult to interpret and for
guidance of needle localisation in situations during which mammography is not able to
achieve satisfactory visualisation of lesions [132]. Whilst current whole-body CT is not a
method for routine breast diagnosis, it could be useful in examining mammographically dense
breasts or assessing preoperatively axillary or internal mammary lymphadenopathy [133].
Recently, interest in breast CT has been increasing again, not least because of the introduction
of spiral CT scanners [134-137]. They allow much faster scans with lower doses than
conventional CT scanners, so that they could be employed at least for certain special
diagnostic problems. In contrast, the idea of extensive screening programmes will probably
remain unattractive, unless advances in the novel cone-beam CT systems and detector
technology will change the situation [138-140].
Diaphanography (transillumination) is one of the oldest methods of breast imaging [141,142].
Clinical studies have shown that this method using far-red or near-infrared radiation may
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provide some additional diagnostic information in detecting large tumours and tumours near
the surface of the breast, but currently the method is not useful for screening purposes.
Diaphanography is a noninvasive and harmless alternative method, so that it would be
worthwhile to further clarify its usefulness in breast evaluation.
The conductivity of normal and malignant breast tissue may differ by a factor of 3 [143].
Altered electropotentials over tumours are due to changes in the electrical resistance of gap
junctions in the cell membranes of malignant cells [144]. This can extend to the skin and
measurement of the spatial variations of breast electropotentials over suspicious areas at the
skin surface may enable radiologists to obtain the diagnostic information noninvasively.
Results from pilot studies have been promising and complimentary studies to further assess
the diagnostic value of this approach are underway [145,146]. Other methods such as heavyion mammography and thermography have been abandoned and no clinically relevant
developments have occurred since the early 1980s [68].

2. THEORY
2.1 Basic interactions of X-rays with matter
Resolution and attenuation determine the suitability of the X-ray region in the electromagnetic
spectrum for medical imaging. In the human body the suitable region for imaging is at
wavelengths from 0.001 nm to 0.08 nm (1 MeV - 15 keV), where the attenuation is
reasonable and the wavelengths are far shorter than the resolution of interest. In X-ray
diagnostics the energy range is, however, usually limited to the range of 15-120 keV, where
the main X-ray interactions with matter are photoelectric absorption, coherent/elastic
(Thomson or Rayleigh) and incoherent/inelastic (Compton) scattering (see Fig. 1). In the
following a brief description of these interactions in matter is given to aid comparison of the
contrast mechanisms between existing and novel imaging techniques.
Scattering, refraction and absorption
As in visible-light optics, the propagation of X-rays can be described by considering the sum
wave of the incident and scattered radiation and by introducing the refractive index n , which
for X-rays is very close to unity [149-151],

n = 1 + χ ≈ 1 + 12 χ = 1 + 12 (χ r + iχ i ) = 1 − δ − iβ .

(1)

Here χ r and χ i are the real and imaginary components of dielectric susceptibility. The first
term inside the brackets represents the phase shift and the second the photoelectric absorption
of the incident wave, thus − 12 χ r = δ and − 12 χ i = β . Consequently, a plane-wave of unit
amplitude propagating in the medium can be written as e ink 1 ⋅r = e (1−δ ) ik 1 ⋅r e − βk 1 ⋅r , where k 1 is
the wave vector.
Scattering is due to the interaction of the X-ray wave (or photon) with electrons of atoms. The
atomic scattering factor f is dependent on the energy of photon E and on the magnitude of
the scattering vector k = k 1 − k 2 , where k 1 and k 2 are the wave vectors of the incident and
scattered waves, respectively. In elastic scattering, the magnitude of the scattering vector is
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Figure 1. Total photon cross-section σ T and partial photon cross-sections of breast tissue
between 1 keV and 100 keV photon energy. Photoelectric absorption σ P is dominant up to 26
keV, whereafter incoherent scattering σ I is the main interaction process. Coherent scattering
σ C contributes about 10% to the total cross-section σ T at the photon energies used in X-ray
mammography. Theoretical values for calculation are taken from [147,148].

k = (4π / λ ) sin θ , where λ = 2π / k is the X-ray wavelength and θ is half of the scattering
angle. The atomic scattering factor f is a complex quantity that can be expressed as a sum of
the real and imaginary parts [149-151]
f (k , E ) = f o (k ) + f ' ( E ) + if '' ( E ) .

(2)

The dispersion corrections f ' and f '' are strongly energy-dependent close to the absorptionedge energies of the element, but farther away they become insignificant, i.e.
f (k , E ) ≈ f o (k ) , where f o (k = 0) is the forward-scattering factor for all Z electrons in the
atom, assuming that electrons are free [152]. The relationship between the real and imaginary
parts of n and f for the i groups of atoms can be written [17,153-156]
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(3b)

Here re is the classical electron radius of 2.818 × 10 −15 m , N i the number of atoms per unit
volume, Z i = f 0i (0) the atomic number, h the Planck constant, c the velocity of light in
vacuum and µ ( E ) = ρσ ( E ) the linear attenuation coefficient, in which ρ is the atomic
number density and σ ( E ) the absorption cross-section, which is approximately proportional
to E −3 [152]. At the energies of X-rays used in medical radiography, the phase contrast
arising from changes in the phase-shift term δ may be one or two orders of magnitude larger
than the absorption contrast, which is due to variations in amplitude i.e. the absorption term
β [17,153]. This is the particular situation in organic matter consisting of low-atomic number
elements, such as soft tissue. Since the phase-shift term does not manifest itself in absorption
radiography, a considerable improvement in contrast is thus expected when the phase-contrast
image is obtained. From Table 1 it is well to consider that for X-rays of 1 keV, mammary
gland tissue of 3-µm thickness produces a transmission of e −1 (≈ 37%) and 5 µm of
mammary gland tissue results in a 2π phase change. However, for 50-keV X-rays the required
phase thickness t p = λ δ (defined as the distance over which the phase change φ is 2π) is
still only 0.3 mm, while the absorption thickness t a = µ −1 becomes very large i.e. 45 mm,
leading to weak contrast. Fig. 2 shows the calculated values of the ratio ta t p as a function of
Z . Additionally, assuming that it is away from absorption edges, the energy-dependence of
the 2 components of n is very different in the energy range from 15 keV to 60 keV. The
absorption term falls off quickly at higher energies E , since it is proportional to E −4 ,
whereas the phase-shift term is proportional to E −2 (Eqs (3a) and (3b)). Thus, phase-contrast
imaging can be done at higher energies without significant loss of contrast while largely
reducing the radiation dose delivered to the tissues, as discussed later on.
Table 1. Comparison of absorption and phase thickness for breast tissue in the energy range
1-100 keV. Theoretical values for calculation are taken from [147,148].

E
(keV)
1
10
25
50
100

λ
(nm)
1.24
0.12
0.05
0.02
0.01

δ
(10-7)
2340
23.4
3.7
0.9
0.2

µ/ρ
(cm2 g-1)
3260
4.30
0.51
0.22
0.17

tp = λ /δ
(mm)
0.005
0.05
0.1
0.3
0.5

ta = µ-1
(mm)
0.003
2.3
19
45
58

ta / tp
0.6
43
144
169
109

Even though the refractive index n differs only slightly from unity, typically by a few parts in
106 for biological materials, due to the small wavelength of X-rays it is possible to generate
large phase shifts even by moderate thickness or density variations [154]. Typical refraction
angles are, however, only of the order of microradians, so that very delicate diffraction optics
is demanded to resolve these refraction effects. After traversing a distance z in the material,
the intensity of the X-ray beam is attenuated by a factor exp (− µz ) , where [153]
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− µz =

4π
βdz ,
λ ò

(4a)

and the phase change for X-rays is related to the forward scattering from the electrons and is
given by [19,153,157]

φ ( x, y ) =

2π
δ ( x, y, z )dz = re λ ρ e ( x, y ) ,
λ ò

(4b)

where ρ e is the projected electron density at point ( x, y ) (away from the absorption edges).

Figure 2. Calculated value of the ratio t a t p as a function of the atomic number of typical
human body tissue elements at photon energies of 15, 30 and 60 keV. Theoretical values for
calculation are taken from [147,148].
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For biological tissues consisting of light elements ( Z ≤ 16 ) exposed to X-rays of wavelengths
from 0.05 nm to 0.07 nm it is valid to neglect the inelastic scattering and photoelectric
absorption [158]. Now δ >> β , and thus approximately n ≈ 1 + 12 χ ≈ 1 − δ . The phase-shift
term δ can be rewritten as [159-161]

δ =

re λ2 ρ e re λ2 ρN A Z
=
,
2π
2πM

(5)

where ρ e is performed using the density ρ of the object, Avogadro’s number N A and Z the
charge of nuclei in the object of molecular weight M . Numerically, since M / Z is almost
equal to 2 for light elements, for a rough approximation we obtain

δ ≈ 1.35 × 10 8 λ2 [m 2 ]ρ[gm −3 ] .

(6)

With the aid of geometric reasoning, Snell’s law of refraction can be obtained [151,158].
From this the angular deviation of the incident beam ∆θ due to X-ray refraction at the
interface, where the real part of n changes by ∆δ = δ 2 − δ 1 , is [22,151,158-161]
æ χ − χ2 ö
æ χ ö
∆θ = ç 1
÷ tan α ç1 + 2 ÷
2 ø
è 2 ø
è

−1

≈ (n1 − n2 ) tan α = (δ 2 − δ 1 ) tan α . (7)

Here α is the angle between the incident beam direction and the normal of the interface
between two homogeneous media (with dielectric susceptibilities χ 1 and χ 2 ) at the point of
the incident beam. Using Eq. (6),
∆θ ≈ 1.35 × 10 8 λ 2 ( ρ 2 − ρ1 ) tan α ,

(8)

where ρ1 and ρ 2 are the object’s densities in g m-3 and λ is the X-ray wavelength in m. For
instance, for MoKα1 radiation (λ = 0.07093 nm) travelling in the air (ρ = 1.21×103 g m-3)
through two interfaces of a cylindrical polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA, ρ = 1.19×106 g m-3)
rod, the deviation angle is 2∆θ ≈ 2 × 10 −6 tan α (see Fig. 3) [148].
All features of the X-ray interactions described above can be exploited in the novel imaging
methods discussed hereafter. To understand their feasibilities it is, however, necessary to be
aware of the feasibilities of currently utilised X-ray technologies. In general, the main aim of
diagnostic radiology is to provide information on the anatomical structure or function of
biological tissues and organs to assist in detection, localisation and classification of disease or
injury and treatment monitoring. The nature of the image and information produced is
dependent on the physical processes, while assessment and interpretation of the information is
the role of the radiologist.
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Figure 3. Refraction of a narrow X-ray at a cylindrical PMMA rod. The intensity distribution
of the incident beam is indicated by I (x) , and the incident angle at the surface by α . The unit
decrement of the refractive index is labelled δ 2 for the PMMA rod and δ 1 for air.

2.2 Absorption-contrast X-ray imaging
Physical parameters of image quality
In radiographic breast diagnosis, the technical awareness of several factors affecting image
quality must also be considered, in addition to extensive radiological knowledge. Physical
image quality refers to factors that are measurable and says nothing of the optimal quality for
diagnostic accuracy [162]. In addition to breast thickness and composition, the quality of the
radiographic image is also influenced by the X-ray spectrum (kVp, filtration, anode material),
antiscatter grids, imaging geometry (small focal spot, long target-to-film distance) and the
receptors’ performance [162,163]. Determination of the optimum X-ray spectrum to obtain
favourable image quality without significant increase in dose involves a careful compromise
between the interacting physical parameters. The most important physical parameters that can
be varied to improve the image quality are contrast, spatial resolution, noise and dose. They
are often quantified by adjuncts such as detective quantum efficiency ( DQE ), SNR and
modulation transfer function ( MTF ).
In mammography the demands on image performance, in terms of contrast and resolution, are
beyond those of any other modality in X-ray imaging. The mammary gland is composed of
adipose and glandular tissue in which the density variations are minor. Therefore, highcontrast images are needed for detection and characterisation of low-contrast signs of breast
abnormalities such as mass lesions. In conventional radiography contrast is due to absorption
of X-rays. In the simple model, the incident monoenergetic X-ray beam is parallel to the z
direction (angle θ = 0 ), the image is recorded in the xy plane by a receptor for a linear
response to the absorbed energy and the interacting photons are locally absorbed in the
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receptor. An absorption-based radiographic image can be considered as a distribution of
absorbed energy, which can be expressed at point ( x, y ) by the equation [164]

(

)

I ( x, y ) = Nε ( E ,0) exp − ò µ ( x, y, z )dz (1 + R ) ,

(9)

where I ( x, y )dxdy is the photon energy absorbed in area dxdy of the detector, N the number
of incident photons per unit area, ε the energy absorption efficiency of the receptor, E the
energy of the incident photons, µ ( x, y, z ) the linear attenuation coefficient and R the ratio of
the forward-scattered radiation to primary radiation. The radiographic contrast for an object of
uniform thickness z is defined by [164]
C=

I1 − I 2 1 − exp[−( µ 2 − µ1 ) z ]
,
=
I1
1+ R

(10)

where I 2 and I1 are the transmitted intensities and µ 2 and µ1 the linear attenuation
coefficients through the imaged object and its mean background, respectively. For an object
of varying thickness, the maximum contrast can be measured at the point of greatest
absorption in the object. In addition to the thickness of the object, Eq. (10) demonstrates that
the image contrast is dependent on the difference between attenuation coefficients. The
radiological appearance of the female breast varies among individuals because there is wide
variability in breast glandularity in the population [165]. Adipose tissue is radiolucent (low
µ ) and appears dark in a negative mammogram, and the epithelium and stroma are
radiodense (high µ ) and appear light. Fig. 4 shows that the difference in µ between 4
different tissues in the breast is largest for calcifications. Moreover, normal fibrous breast
tissue has a higher attenuation coefficient than adipose tissue. Since both the attenuation
coefficients and their difference decrease with increasing photon energy, the absorption
contrast decreases rapidly with increasing energy. Therefore, the most favourable absorption
contrast enhancement is achieved at the lowest photon energies. However, even at the lowest
energies used in X-ray mammography the difference between normal fibrous tissue and
infiltrating ductal carcinoma (IDC) is only a small percentage, and thus several carcinomas
are more likely to be seen as a change in breast architecture [166,167]. Additionally, an
increased radiation dose is simultaneously delivered to the patient, so that a compromise
between contrast and dose is required to reduce the risk of the long-term adverse effects of
ionising radiation. In practice, the receptor response is not truly linear, and the contrast given
by Eq. (10) needs to be examined further [164].
Since the radiation dose in diagnostic imaging must be kept as low as reasonably possible, a
resulting image is always noise-limited. Visualisation of even large objects is impossible if
the noise level in the image is too high. Due to the frequency variation, it is practical to
express the noise in terms of its noise power spectrum (Wiener spectrum), which is defined by
the Fourier transform [168]
W (f , g ) =

∞

ò ò A( x, y ) exp(−2π i ⋅ (f ⋅ x + g ⋅ y )dxdy ,

(11)

−∞

where A( x, y ) is the noise autocorrelation function at point ( x, y ) and f and g are the spatial
frequencies with dimensions of inverse length related to x and y, respectively. The spatial
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resolution in mammography is determined not only by detector characteristics such as
effective aperture size and lateral signal-spreading effects, but also by factors unrelated to the
receptor [169].

Figure 4. Mean values of the linear attenuation coefficients of adipose tissue (A), infiltrating
ductal carcinoma (IDC), normal fibrous tissue (F) and calcifications (hydroxyapatite) (C)
versus X-ray energy. Theoretical values for calculation are taken from
[147,148,164,166,167].

Resolution is particularly important for adequate visualisation, localisation and analysis of
small-size high-contrast details such as microcalcifications. The definition of spatial
resolution of an imaging system can be expressed in a variety of ways. Usually, it is described
by MTF , which can be defined by the modulus of the Fourier transform [168]
MTF(f , g ) =

∞

ò ò PSF( x, y ) exp(−2π i ⋅ (f ⋅ x + g ⋅ y )dxdy ,

(12)

−∞

where PSF( x, y ) is the point-spread function. By definition, MTF(0,0) = 1 , and for a detector
of infinitely good resolution MTF(f , g ) = 1 . The spatial resolution can be specified, by e.g. the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) or the 1σ value of PSF . Probably the most general and
useful approach is to express it in terms of the spatial frequency at which the MTF has
dropped to a certain level, e.g. 10% or 5%. In the latter case the spatial resolution is quoted in
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line pairs per unit length (e.g. lp mm-1) that can also be determined by imaging a lead bar
pattern, which gives the highest bar frequency that can be visualised by the system. The limit
of spatial resolution determined by a lead bar measurement approximately correlates with the
values from MTF . The spatial resolution is degraded by radiographic blurring (unsharpness),
which results from 3 causes: geometric, receptor and motion blurring [162]. The first is
affected by the intensity distribution of the X-rays and size and shape of the focal spot of the
X-ray source (penumbra) in combination with source-to-object and object-to-image receptor
distances. Receptor blurring is affected by different physical reasons such as signal diffusion
between detector elements, the active area of each element and the pitch between the
elements. Motion blurring is influenced by patient movement during the exposure, which in
mammography can be minimised by breast compression and short exposure time [164].
All images generated by photons are statistical in nature. The fluctuation of photon intensity
is a Poisson process, so that the variance σ 2 about N , which is the mean number of incident
photons per unit area of the detector, is equal to N . In practice, only a portion of the photons
is captured with some probability in interaction with the detector. The distribution of
interacting photons also follows Poisson statistics with standard deviation σ = Nη , where
η = 1 − exp(− µ ( E )T ) is the probability of interaction or quantum efficiency for photons of
energy E = hν , where T is the active thickness of the detector, h the Planck constant and ν
the frequency [169]. For extremely thin detectors the quantum efficiency is low, but blurring
due to spreading is negligible, whereas for thick detectors quantum efficiency is high, but
their spatial resolution is poor. Radiographic contrast can be artificially enhanced, e.g. by
subtracting part of the background, whereas noise or random fluctuation represents a
fundamental limit on the visibility of details. In Poisson distribution, the SNR is defined as
the ratio of the intensity difference between the imaged object and its mean background to the
random intensity variations [170,171]
SNR =

I 1 − I 2 CI 1
∆N
=
=
= C Nη ,
σ
σ
Nη

(13)

where σ is the standard deviation of the background intensity and ∆N the difference
between the number of incident photons per unit area in the imaged object and its mean
background. An object becomes detectable when its SNR exceeds a certain threshold value
[164]. However, the minimum threshold SNR necessary to detect a given detail in the image
cannot be specified precisely. Typical values found in the literature vary from 3 to 8 [172]. It
can be seen from Eq. (13) that the SNR can be made arbitrarily high if the dose is not limited.
The best SNR is achieved at the lowest photon energies because the difference in attenuation
coefficients decreases with the energy, while at the same time a higher dose is delivered to the
patient. For calcifications SNR rather than C can be the limiting factor concerning
detectability [173].
The noise behaviour of an imaging detection system, its quantum efficiency and its spatial
resolution are usually combined in the DQE , which is defined by the input and output
SNR [168,172]
æ SNR out
DQE = çç
è SNR in

2

ö
÷÷ .
ø

(14)
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In the case of pure Poisson statistics, the DQE equals the ratio of the registered and incoming
photons; for an ideal detector the DQE is 1. The performance of the detector is largely
determined by the dynamic range, which is the ratio of X-ray fluence providing the maximum
detectable signal to the fluence that provides a signal equivalent to the quadrature sum of the
detector noise and the X-ray quantum noise [169].
Radiation dose is influenced by the same factors as listed above for image quality. For
instance, if there is a need to image an object of 1.0 mm, then a spatial resolution of 0.5 mm is
necessary, but improvement in spatial resolution is always governed by a quadratic increase in
radiation dose for the patient. This is due to the fact that the minimum dose required to
perceive an object increases as the inverse fourth power of the size of the object [164]. In
mammography, the difference between normal fibrous breast tissue and IDC can be visualised
without increased dose only if an imaging system with high DQE capable of displaying small
gradations of contrast is used [166]. Both dose and image quality must be checked with
phantoms following appropriate quality assurance programmes [174]. Mammography
accreditation programmes prescribe limits on the radiation dose for a compressed breast: the
mean glandular dose (MGD) for an image of a 45-mm-thick standard breast should be less
than 2 or 3 mGy [175-177]. The subject of dose is discussed in detail in chapter 3.2.

Mammography X-ray source
In mammography the requirements for the components of imaging systems are very high. The
X-ray source dedicated to mammography must provide a soft X-ray spectrum produced by an
appropriate combination of the X-ray tube, tube window, filtering and tube voltage [162]. A
soft X-ray spectrum is needed for the high radiographic contrast resulting in improved
detection of borders of soft tissue abnormalities such as tumour masses. Nevertheless, if too
soft a spectrum is used, the lower-energy photons contribute only to dose, not to contrast. For
this reason, it is important to filter these energies from the spectrum before they reach the
patient. In the early days of mammography, sealed tungsten (W) anode tubes operating at 3035 kV were used with spectral filtering by glass or oil. The X-ray spectrum was relatively
hard, resulting in poor contrast and high radiation dose. Since the mid-1960s the use of
molybdenum (Mo) anodes has led to improved image quality, while the later introduction of
dedicated mammography units with rotating anode tubes and small multiple foci resulted in
substantial reduction in dose and geometric blurring, and moreover enabled use of the
magnification technique.
Until recently, the most frequently used mammography system has been an Mo anode X-ray
tube with a 1-mm-thick beryllium (Be) window and a 30-µm-thick Mo filter. Its
polychromatic energy spectrum consists of 2 characteristic lines of the Mo anode (MoKα and
MoKβ peaks at 17.5 and 19.6 keV, respectively) superimposed upon a brehmsstrahlung
continuum, which is limited approximately between 10 and 20 keV. The characteristic lines
themselves represent only 25% of the total flux. In most cases in mammography the Mo-Mo
spectrum is an optimal compromise between contrast and dose [162,170]. Nevertheless, wide
variability occurs in breast size and glandularity in the population and the X-ray spectrum
should be optimised individually [165,178-180]. In principle every element with an
absorption edge in the range of 18-25 keV is suitable anode and filter material for X-ray
mammography [68]. Commercial dual-track X-ray tubes contain dual-target X-ray tubes such
as molybdenum-rhodium (Mo-Rh), W-Mo or W-Rh and selection of K-edge filters such as
aluminium (Al, K-edge at 1.6 keV), niobium (Nb, K-edge at 19.0 keV), Mo (K-edge at 20.0
keV), Rh (K-edge at 23.2 keV), palladium (Pd, K-edge at 24.4 keV) or silver (Ag, K-edge at
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25.5 keV) [181]. These anode-filter combinations can be utilised to obtain a slightly higher
average energy in the X-ray intensity spectrum than that with an Mo-Mo assembly. This
results in greater penetration, which is advantageous in imaging very large and fibroglandular
breasts, because it leads to considerable dose reduction without significant loss of contrast.
Recently, it was reported that in screen-film mammography using W-Rh or Rh-Al instead of
Mo-Mo combinations for thicker breasts, a dose reduction of more than 50% is achievable
whilst maintaining the contrast [180]. Dance modelled the dependence of SNR on the image
for fixed dose to the breast as a function of photon energy and breast thickness [164]. Whilst
the optimum energy for mammography is usually in the region of 17-21 keV, depending on
breast thickness and composition, the continuum radiation produces a diffuse background in
the resulting radiograph that degrades contrast [167]. For this reason, the only way to achieve
the most definite optimization is to use tuneable monochromatic radiation [171].
The size and shape of the focal spot of the X-ray source and intensity distribution of the Xrays along with the beam geometry determine the spatial resolution achievable and the
visualisation of small-sized objects [68]. In principle the focal spot size should be extremely
small to avoid penumbra effects, which increase image blurring of structures distant from the
receptor. However, the photon flux from microfocus X-ray tubes is limited, and therefore
longer exposure times are required, which result in blurring due to patient motion. The photon
flux of an X-ray tube dedicated to medical imaging is on the order of 107 photons per
millimetre-squared and is proportional to ZIU 2 , where U is the X-ray generator voltage, I
the X-ray tube current and Z the atomic number of the anode material [182]. The apparent
focus size can be reduced by decreasing the takeoff angle of radiation, but a limit is set by
self-absorption, thus the optimal angle, depending on the required X-ray energy, is on the
order of 5-12° [170,182]. Clinical experience and theoretical considerations suggest that a
focal spot with a nominal value of ≤ 0.4 mm is adequate for screen-film mammography at
focus-film distances ≥ 60 cm [68].
The diverging incident beam produces scattered radiation that degrades contrast by adding a
uniform noisy background to the image. At mammographic energies, from 30% to 40% of the
incident radiation is scattered [147]. The use of antiscatter grids in contact mammography
improves the scatter-to-primary ratio at the receptor with a typical grid ratio of 4-5, but at the
expense of increasing the absorbed dose by about a factor of 2 [183-185]. The increased speed
of modern image receptors allows not only the use of larger focus-to-film distance, but also
smaller focal spots, which makes it possible to magnify clinically suspicious areas, thus
providing increased diagnostic information. In magnification mammography versus contact
mammography, effective reduction of noise and improvement in apparent spatial resolution,
thus occurs, which improves visibility of the morphology and spatial distribution of
microcalcifications and the architecture of mass lesions outlines [163,186]. If motion blurring
is ignored, an estimate of the overall spatial resolution can be obtained by combining the
geometric and receptor resolutions in quadrature and thus [167]
R=

1
M

( M − 1) 2 f 2 + F 2 ,

(15)

where M is the magnification, f the focal spot size and F the receptor resolution; here the
spatial resolution is normalised to correspond to sizes in the object plane. The receptor spatial
resolution in screen-film mammography is better than 0.1 mm, so that the overall spatial
resolution of the system in magnification mammography will be limited by the size of the
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focal spot and the imaging geometry. If magnification of 1.5 times or more is contemplated,
the diameter of the focal spot should be about 0.1 mm [164]. However, not only the SNR but
also the radiation exposure increases in proportion to the square of the magnification factor
[68]. Thus, to maintain the same density signal on film as in contact mammography, it is
necessary to increase the dose or use a noisier receptor. For these reasons, the additional use
of the magnification technique should be utilised only in selected instances to elucidate
suspected microcalcifications and fine structures rather than as a routine diagnostic
examination [164]. Contrast and dose are also affected to a lesser extent by the X-ray
generator through its high-voltage waveform and ripple [68,187]. Today, most mammography
units commercially available employ high-frequency generators that typically offer very low
(2-5%) waveform ripple along with the increased output, greater loadability, constancy and
reproducibility demanded for mammographic imaging [68,170,187].

Image receptors: screen-film and digital detectors
In the mid-1970s most mammograms were recorded either on direct exposure film or with
xeroradiography, i.e. with an edge-enhancing imaging technique adapted from the
xerographic photocopying process [188]. Direct exposure industrial X-ray film has low
absorption efficiency for photons in the diagnostic energy range and thus requires long
exposure times, leading to high absorbed doses [164]. Today screen-film systems have
completely replaced earlier devices as mammography image receptors. In combination with
dedicated imaging units, this has led to substantial reduction in dose and radiographic
blurring. New digital mammography systems are being continuously introduced and different
techniques are used to convert the energy distribution deposited on the receptor into a visible
image. In the following the characteristics, benefits and drawbacks of receptors used in
routine mammography are discussed.
Screen-film systems
In mammography, the perception of minor changes in tissue density and small-size
calcifications must be accomplished within full-breast mammograms with areas up to 24 cm ×
30 cm. At the same time, the dose must be minimised; i.e. the receptor must have good
contrast resolution over a large dynamic range, high spatial resolution over a large area as
well as a high DQE for X-rays in the 15-30-keV energy range [67]. Screen-film
mammography including single-emulsion film coupled with a single intensifying screen is
still the receptor method with the highest spatial resolution, on the order of micrometres. A
photographic emulsion consists of grains of silver bromide (halide) about 1 µm in size
suspended in gelatin and the fluorescent intensifying screen usually contains terbiumactivated gadolinium oxysulphide (Gd2O2S:Tb), which has the best energy absorption and
light efficiencies [167]. The screen absorbs the X-rays and emits light that darkens the film,
leading to a much better DQE than that with direct exposure film. Thus, screen-film
combinations require only 1-3% of the radiation needed in direct exposure films [68,170].
Film contrast is expressed in terms of the film gradient, which is defined as the slope of the
optical density versus exposure on a logarithmic scale. It typically has a sigmoidal shape and
is affected by film type, processing conditions, fog level and optical density [170]. Receptor
blurring in screen-film systems is caused by light spread by the screen before the film records
the light and is dependent on the phosphor layer thickness in the screen, phosphor particle
size, light-absorbing dyes and pigments and screen-film contact. Blurring is minimised, using
a single high-definition screen in contact with a single-emulsion film. The spatial resolution
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for mammographic screen-film systems is strongly affected by film contrast, noise and blur,
but it generally exceeds 20 lp mm-1 when determined from the 5% MTF level [170]. This is
crucial for the detection of microcalcifications, which are often the only early signs of breast
cancer. In 4 out of 5 cases the diameter of calcification is smaller than 0.5 mm, most
frequently smaller than 0.2 mm, but only about 10% are larger than 1 mm [189]. During
optimal conditions in screen-film mammography, the minimum perceptible diameter for a
calcification is between 0.1 mm and 0.2 mm, whereas mass lesions larger than 2 mm in
diameter are considered to be successfully displayed [68,190,191]. For 0.2-mm
microcalcifications the subject contrast is about 5-8%, while for round masses of 3 mm in
diameter it is 1-3% [22]. If the magnification technique is used instead of the contact
technique, it is possible to improve contrast by 30% at 5 lp mm-1, corresponding to
microcalcifications with diameters of 0.1 mm [170].
Radiographic noise is the random variation of optical density in all uniformly exposed
radiologic images [170]. It originates from quantum noise, screen structure, film grain,
processing artefacts and from noise in the X-ray-to-light conversion. In general, quantum
noise is not a very significant source of noise in mammography due to screens’ high quantum
efficiency of 70-80%. Instead, the other sources are more important, and film granularity in
particular is the dominant factor at spatial frequencies higher than a few line pairs per
millimetre. Thus, finer-grained film is often used for the best image quality. Proper film
processing is in a key position to take advantage of the appropriate film speed and contrast
[163]. The film speed is inversely proportional to the exposure required to produce a given
effect and is influenced by film type, type of screen light, film-processing conditions,
reciprocity law failure and latent image fading [170]. The best way to characterise system
performance for contrast, noise, blur, spatial resolution and speed is the DQE , which
typically has a maximum of 0.25-0.50 at low spatial frequencies (< 1 mm-1) and falls to less
than 0.01 at higher frequencies (8-12 mm-1) [67,170]. The loss of DQE is primarily due to
film granularity noise. Finally, optimization of all appropriate image factors produces highquality mammograms at low cost and at the lowest dose to the breast [68,163,170].
Despite its effectiveness there are, however, some inherent features of screen-film systems
that cannot be modified. First of all, film serves as the medium for multiple functions: it
operates as an image acquisition detector as well as a storage and display device for the
information. To optimise the combination of tasks at once unavoidably leads to a compromise
because there is no opportunity to intervene in each of these processes. One of the main
drawbacks in screen-film mammography is the nonlinear response of the film gradient [171].
Due to its sigmoidal shape the dynamic range, i.e. the X-ray exposure latitude over which the
film gradient significantly differs from zero, is limited to a factor of about 25:1 [192]. As a
result of limited imaging the contrast resolution may be considerably reduced because,
depending on the breast tissue composition, the widest latitude of transmitted exposures can
be more than 100:1 [170]. In the presence of radiographically opaque and transparent parts of
breast tissue, this leads a situation in which some parts of the breast are overexposed while the
others are underexposured. In addition, the screen-film system offers very little possibility for
image processing and management, and the dose is constrained by the sensitivity of the screen
and latitude of the film. Other technical limitations are partly due to the receptor, e.g. the
presence of noise associated with film granularity at high frequencies and inefficient use of
incident radiation, image acquisition geometry and inadequate scatter rejection [169,170]. In
short, optimal contrast and spatial resolution within the limits of acceptable dose are affected
by many factors that are dependent on the instrumentation and imaging procedures.
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Digital detectors
The recently introduced digital mammography systems have been developed to improve
image quality and to overcome the limitations of the screen-film technique. Early experience
demonstrated their potential for reducing the number of false-positive biopsy results and
recall rate, thus diminishing costs, patient anxiety and dose [193,194]. Additionally, they can
be of great diagnostic advantage in earlier detection and determination of lesion type and size.
Digital technology enables separation of the functions of image acquisition, display and
storage, so that each of them can be independently optimised. As a result of better absorption
efficiency of the incident photons and lower system noise, digital mammography enables dose
reduction by adjusting the dose to give the required noise level in the image [195].
Furthermore, a consistent response to radiation significantly eliminates the need for a second
acquisition [196]. The striking advantage of digital mammography with respect to image
quality and low patient dose is due to its high DQE . The state-of-the-art digital detectors can
attain a DQE of up to 0.65-0.75 [171,182]. The dynamic range of the screen-film system is
limited by the dynamic range of the film, whereas digital detectors have linear response over a
large dynamic range, 5000-10 000:1, enabling imaging at a wide range of transmitted
exposures [67,171,192]. In fact, the generator-tube combination may become the limiting
factor in digital mammography in determining the system’s dynamic range [197]. Recent
results of contrast-detail experiments indicated that when the MGD was kept constant for a
given breast thickness, the detection of low-contrast lesions was optimised for a full-field
digital mammography system by using a softer x-ray beam for thin breasts and a harder x-ray
beam for thick breasts. Under this constraint, the optimum detection of low-contrast lesions
with digital mammography was superior to that for screen-film mammography for all, but the
thinnest breasts [198].
Another important advantage of digital imaging systems is the ability to postprocess images.
The resulting image can be stored in a computer and printed out later as a film or displayed
and interpreted on a high-definition monitor. On a monitor the contrast sensitivity can be
amplified by adjusting the window width and level settings, which may further improve lesion
conspicuousness, particularly in radiographically opaque breasts and breast peripheries [196].
The image display enables the radiologist to either emphasise the regions of interest by
showing only certain parts of the picture element (pixel) values or to properly match the entire
image to the full scale of pixel values. Consequently, optimum contrast can be achieved in
both the radiographically opaque and transparent parts of breast tissue. On the other hand, the
laser-printed film negates the value of real-time manipulation, but has the advantage of better
spatial resolution than that of the monitor. Digital image processing technology also allows
implementation of assisting tools such as computer-aided detection and diagnosis. Specially
tailored algorithms may improve the detection of different types of abnormal mammographic
signs, such as architectural distortions and calcifications. Probably one of the most important
applications of image processing is subtraction imaging, which makes it possible to remove
the obscured overlapping background architecture and thereby aids in revealing the slight
features of abnormalities. Recently, a study with breast surgical specimens demonstrated that
the diagnostic accuracy of full-field digital mammography is similar to that of screen-film
mammography with respect to breast lesion characterisation [199]. Digital technology enables
more compact and efficient picture archiving, and quicker and easier retrieval than film-based
storage methods. Digital mammography integrated with a picture archiving and
communications system (PACS) allows simultaneous transmission of images via
telemammography for facilitating radiologic consultation from multiple distant sites [169].
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The main challenge in developing digital mammography devices arises from the requirement
for a system with good spatial resolution and high contrast sensitivity. Digital systems already
exceed analog systems with respect to contrast, whereas their spatial resolution is still much
lower. It is partly dependent on the pixel size of the detector, which ranges from 40 to 100 µm
(13-5 lp mm-1) for currently available systems [73,74,192]. The major problem is to
accomplish a solution with spatial resolution as high as 20 lp mm-1 with areas up to 24 cm ×
30 cm, comparable to screen-film systems. This would necessitate pixels’ centre-to-centre
spacing of at most 25 µm, leading to an image matrix size of 9600 × 12 000 pixels. However,
it should be remembered that any advantages gained using large image matrices also have
implications for practical implementation, including increased demands for PACS. In screenfilm systems, it is impossible to make the most of the spatial resolution available, because the
lack of contrast and insufficient SNR may be limiting factors [170]. Neither in digital
mammography is spatial resolution the appropriate measure for characterising the system’s
imaging capabilities. For instance, higher resolution has no statistically significant effect on
radiologists’ accuracy in characterisation of microcalcifications, although detection accuracy
is reduced when the pixel size increases from 35 to 140 µm [200]. In addition to good contrast
performance and low noise, the identification of small-size and low-contrast objects is
characterised by the ratio of contrast to background noise, and thus DQE is the best
parameter to use for describing system performance [195]. It was suggested that the limited
spatial resolution of digital detectors could be partly compensated for by their excellent
contrast resolution over a wide latitude of exposures [171]. However, the effect on cancer
detection on this trade-off cannot be predicted, because both aspects play significant roles in
revealing the abnormal signs of breast abnormalities [194]. On the other hand, the diagnostic
accuracy cannot be reliably modelled due to its dependency on the interpretation performance
of the observer [38,75]. For these reasons, which of two existing techniques is clinically
superior can be clarified only in clinical trials. One such study of the reasons for discrepant
digital and screen-film mammographic interpretations showed that in most cases these were
attributed to positioning of the breast during the imaging procedure rather than the
performance of the system itself [194]. The issue pertaining to minimum pixel size needed for
diagnosis remains controversial, because the data on clinical trials are inconclusive. However,
it was suggested that pixels on the order of 50 µm represent a reasonable and achievable goal
[170]. The contrast resolution of currently available digital detectors ranges from 12 to 14 bits
per pixel [74].
Various approaches are pursued in digital detector designs employing either point, line,
multiline (slot) or area devices [162]. Area detectors can produce the entire digital image at
once, while in the others longer acquisition times are involved because image acquisition is
done sequentially. Point and line-scan systems lead inevitably to impractical acquisition times
as well as overheating of the X-ray tube or complex mechanical modifications of existing
mammography systems. Consequently, in practice only area and multiline devices can be
regarded as relevant alternatives.
Area detectors
Area detectors allow short exposure times, thus making efficient use of the heat loading
applied to the X-ray tube. Another advantage over scanning detectors is that upgrading of the
existing X-ray equipment is easier, while no major mechanical modifications are required
[68]. Area detectors operate either in the indirect- or direct-conversion mode. Indirect
detectors use a 2-step process to convert the X-rays into visible light. Thereafter, a large-area
scintillator screen absorbs the X-rays and generates light scintillation that is then detected by a
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coupled small-area photodetector such as a charge-coupled device (CCD). The disadvantage
here is that the lateral spread of light in the scintillator causes the degradation of spatial
resolution and that, for those with thin scintillators, the spatial resolution is increased at the
cost of reduced quantum efficiency. However, the spread of light can be alleviated by
employing a columnar-structured caesium iodide (CsI) as the scintillator [171]. Unlike
conventional unstructured phosphors, CsI phosphors can also be made thick enough to ensure
high absorption efficiency while maintaining high spatial resolution. Another problem with
indirect systems is that optical coupling between photodetectors and the scintillator is
inefficient, so that much of the light emitted by the scintillator is not captured by the
photodetector. Loss of light causes a remarkable degradation in the system’s spatial resolution
and SNR [169,170]. Transfer efficiency is also critical when the charge is transferred over
many adjacent elements. Shortcomings in this process can result in a serious loss of spatial
resolution [169]. A clear disadvantage of full-field systems is that they require a storage area
that is approximately equal to the active detector area, which causes reduction of the active
(sensing) fraction of the pixel, i.e. the fill factor.
In one design the CsI scintillator is coupled to a CCD array, using lenses or fibre optic tapers.
Area CCDs have high spatial resolution capability, wide dynamic range, a high degree of
linearity with incident signal and rapid readout obtained with the frame transfer system [169].
One typical design currently available for digital mammography consists of an array of 6
CCDs coupled to a CsI scintillator providing a pixel size of 40 µm × 40 µm [74]. Although
this solution utilises well-established technologies, the costs may become high if the number
of modules is very large. Another approach is to use photostimulable phosphor plates, in
which the X-ray photon interaction with the phosphor crystal causes electrons to be excited
[67]. Some of the electrons are captured and stored in traps in the crystals, where the amount
of electronic charge is proportional to the exposure received [170]. Electrons can be released
from the traps by stimulating the phosphor plate with a scanning laser beam. The process
gives rise to emission of visible light that can be collected by a photomultiplier tube whose
output signal is used to create an image [169]. Stimulable phosphor plates can be directly used
along with the existing mammography systems when replacing a cassette and also provide
excellent contrast at low and middle spatial frequencies [170]. However, due to laser light
scattering in the phosphor layer, the limiting spatial resolution may be considerably worse (5
lp mm-1) than that determined by the pixel size [67,170]. Although it has been reported that a
resolution of 10-12 lp mm-1 could be attained using an advanced phosphor plate with laser
readout, thus far its use has been limited in mammography [201]. A major practical
disadvantage compared with other digital systems with instant readout is the fact that the plate
must be removed and scanned in a separate process. Thus, the patient throughput in a practice
that uses phosphor plates is the same as or smaller than that used in analog mammography.
Currently, the most widely used digital mammography system is based on the use of an
amorphous silicon (Si) solid-state detector with CsI crystal. In a typical construction a flat
panel thin-film transistor array made of photodiodes is coupled to the plate at each pixel. The
photodiodes are very low-noise devices providing a very wide dynamic range on the order of
40 000 [169]. In addition, with the employment of amorphous Si it is possible to achieve a
high DQE , about 0.65-0.75 [171]. The system has no mechanically moving parts and has the
distinct advantage of being fabricated at a reasonable price and in sizes and weights
compatible with existing systems. Currently, the relatively large pixel pitch of 100 µm used
provides a nominal spatial resolution of 5 lp mm-1, which is the most inferior spatial
resolution of all available digital mammography systems [73,74,195].
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The future of full-field digital mammography will involve the use of amorphous selenium
(Se) detectors working in the direct-conversion mode. Therein, the X-rays are absorbed and
electronic signals are created in a single step without the use of scintillator light [74].
Therefore, the image is not significantly blurred even if the plate is made thick enough to
absorb most incident X-rays. Since the lateral spreading of the signal is minimised,
amorphous Se detectors have high intrinsic spatial resolution, which is primarily limited only
by the pixel size. Direct-conversion systems are also potentially capable of better image
quality without increasing absorbed dose. The amorphous state maintains uniform imaging
characteristics to almost the atomic scale over large areas [169]. In addition, Se has high Xray absorption efficiency, low noise and well-established manufacturing processes. As in
indirect systems, the readout of the image can be done in a number of ways, including air-gap
or laser-induced discharge methods or an associated semiconductor gate structure [67,169].
Some amorphous Se detectors with high DQE and spatial resolution with pixel size of 70 µm
are currently available [74].
Multiline detectors
One way of overcoming the size and cost limitations of full-field digital detector designs is a
slot-scan system that provides a reasonable compromise between area and line-scan detectors.
The image is acquired as a narrow, e.g. 3-15-mm, X-ray beam scans across the breast in
synchrony with the X-ray tube [169]. The scanning technique has the advantage of reduced
scattered radiation in the image, because the detector does not intercept many of the photons
scattered in the breast. The excellent scatter rejection results in improved image quality
without additional dose, because the need for X-ray grids is eliminated, leading to a higher
SNR for a given dose to the breast [170]. However, since there is a need for special scanning
X-ray equipment, the system is mechanically complex and the reliability may become a
limitating factor. A major disadvantage of the slot-scan system is that much of the useful
output of the X-ray tube is wasted. Since the imaged area in the scan direction is very narrow,
either a long total exposure time or increased X-ray flux is necessary [67]. Although the
exposure time is long, the time spent in any region of the image is quite short, so that
movement losses are much less important than those for area detectors with the same
exposure time [164]. In scanning systems the charge is simultaneously integrated and shifted
in the opposite direction and synchronised at the same speed as that of the scan, so that no
storage section is required making them relatively noise-free [169]. Currently, a CsI coupled
to a slot-scan CCD may exceed DQE = 0.5 with a pixel size of 50 µm × 50 µm [74,171].
Digital mammography still faces some limitations and challenges such as cost-effectiveness,
the need for efficient algorithms for image processing, and computer-aided diagnosis as well
as high-performance networks for telemammography. Although detector design remains a
principal challenge in development of digital technology, appropriate digital image displays
must also be employed to meet the higher spatial resolution, greater brightness and increased
contrast than is currently available. A long-term priority of digital mammography is the
feasibility of exploiting 3D information of the breast through tomosynthesis or stereoscopic
acquisition, which potentially could improve the accuracy of radiographic breast diagnosis.
Currently, digital imaging integrated with PACS restricts use of the screen-film systems to
applications in which excellent spatial resolution is needed. Screen-film mammography has
had the benefit of more than 30 years of clinical use and technologic improvement. Although
digital mammography is still in its infancy, technical developments are pursued extensively,
thus increasing its potential use in mammography, and it is likely that digital mammography
will gradually replace screen-film mammography.
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2.3 Phase-contrast X-ray imaging
Quite often standard X-ray mammography is not able to achieve satisfactory results. The
major problem arises from its low absorption contrast in soft tissues where elemental
composition is almost uniform and the density variations are small. Recently, several new
imaging techniques have been developed that may change this situation. They present
dramatically improved contrast over current systems, in which the contrast is based on
absorption only. In the following, methods based on observing the contrast due to the phase
change of the X-ray beam are described.
The absorption contrast of standard X-ray imaging systems is sufficient for distinguishing soft
tissue from bone, whereas in mammography, except for calcifications, there is a need for
contrast enhancement between different soft tissues, such as the mammary gland (ρ = 1.02 g
cm-3) and adipose tissue (ρ = 0.95 g cm-3) [147]. Apart from absorption, the interactions
between X-rays and media include refraction and scattering, corresponding to a phase change
in the X-ray wave, and this is a potential source of image contrast. The phase contrast may be
one or two orders of magnitude larger than the absorption contrast, and the phase contrast
prevails at high photon energies, which makes reduction of dose possible [25]. Although
phase-contrast imaging has been used for decades for optical wavelengths, only recently have
technological advancements in X-ray optics made it possible to utilise analogous systems for
hard X-rays. There are two basic principles of phase-contrast X-ray imaging: either recording
the interference between the scattered wave and the transmitted wave or measuring selectively
the changes in propagation direction utilising a crystal analyser [202]. Three quantitative
methods (interferometry, propagation imaging and diffraction-enhanced imaging) have been
used to obtain the distribution map either of phase change, its Laplacian or its gradient,
respectively (see Fig. 5). A brief description will first be given on two of the interferencebased techniques, whereafter we will focus in more detail on the third refraction-based
method, which is used in the experiments described in this thesis. The physical foundations of
the phase-sensitive methods were outlined in chapter 2.1, in which the basic interactions of
hard X-rays ( λ < 0.2 nm ) with matter were described [152].

Interferometry
Direct access to the phase change, φ ( x, y ) , introduced by an object (Fig. 5) is possible with a
crystal X-ray interferometer, in which an X-ray beam is split and recombined using Laue case
diffraction [203]. It is the most sensitive method for detecting the minute differences in
refractive index in soft tissue, corresponding to density variations on the order of 10-3 g cm-3
[153]. In fact, the images obtained with the interferometric method can be interpreted
quantitatively as electron density maps. For low-atomic number elements, the real part of
dispersion correction k is negligible in the hard X-ray regime, so that according to Eq. (3a)
the real part of the refractive index δ , i.e. the phase shift, can be assumed to be proportional
to the specific gravity (density) [153]. On the other hand, if high- Z elements are imaged, the
large variations in f ' near the absorption-edge energies may be used for element-specific
phase contrast.
In the typical arrangement of a crystal X-ray interferometer, 3 parallel crystals with the same
spacing operate as half-mirrors for X-rays when the diffraction condition is satisfied
[16,17,153,204]. By means of Laue diffraction in the first crystal, which acts as a phasecoherent beam splitter, the incident X-ray beam from the double-crystal monochromator is
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divided into 2 coherent beams. These beams are spatially separated before their incidence in
the second crystal, where they are again reflected under the reflection Laue condition. The
second crystal serves as a mirror and 2 converged beams from 4 beams generated by it
overlap on the entrance surface of the third, analyser crystal, which finally recombines them.
An object placed in one of the beams between the mirror and analyser will cause phase shifts
in that beam and distort its wavefronts. An undistorted reference beam in the other beam
interferes with the distorted beam, and an interference pattern corresponding to the phase shift
caused by the object is observed in the outgoing beams at a detector placed behind the
analyser. The phase-mapping image is obtained by adding the interference patterns recorded
at different positions of the phase shift between the distorted and undistorted beams. With this
procedure, the effects of absorption contrast are removed, and a quantitatively understandable
density map of the object is obtained [153]. The interferometric method works best for small
and smooth phase gradients, while in the regions of the wavefront where the phase varies
sharply the phase-contrast information is lost [205]. Resolving problems arise from large
beam deflections because the fringe spacing in the interference pattern is inversely
proportional to the beam deflection.

Figure 5. a-c) Schematic illustration of the formation of phase contrast for a circular crosssectional object irradiated by a parallel X-ray beam. b) The phase change in the x-direction,
φ (x) , after passing through the object; c) the phase gradient, ∇φ (x) , (solid line) and the
Laplacian, ∇ 2φ ( x) , (broken line) after passing through the object (modified from [19]).

The extreme sensitivity of the system sets very demanding requirements for its alignment and
stability. Therefore the device is cut from a perfect single-crystal Si monolith [206]. However,
the maximum size of a monolithic device limits the potential field of view to a few
centimetres, which is far from those considered for clinical applications. Recent efforts in this
field have been toward in vivo imaging, and a two-crystal X-ray interferometer with larger
imaging area has already been designed with the prospect of being used for mammography
[153,207]. The advantage of nonmonolithic configuration is that live objects being imaged
can be placed far enough from the half-mirrors, so that the heat from the objects does not
cause instability problems [206]. Investigations have also demonstrated that the phase-
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contrast X-ray imaging setup can be successfully combined with CT, where 3D information
on the internal structures of the object can be acquired by reconstructing the phase-shift
images recorded over a number of projection angles [16].
So far, the X-ray interferometer has been used to image cancer, brain and vascular specimens
[16,17,204,206,208,209]. Structures and density variations are observed to be much enhanced
and correlated with histological studies. For instance, hepatic blood vessels down to 0.03 mm
in diameter have been revealed clearly in phase-map and phase-contrast CT using only
physiological saline. Conversely, under the same conditions, the absorption-contrast image
with iodine contrast enhancement demonstrated only large vessels 0.1 mm in diameter. Thus,
it has been suggested that physiological imaging of vessels may be obtained at low dose
without the side effects of the currently used iodine contrast agents. In addition, phasecontrast X-ray CT performed at 30-µm spatial resolution has shown excellent correspondence
with morphological structures of human carcinoma tissues with low-magnification optical
microscopy without the need for a contrast medium [209].

Propagation imaging
Phase contrast can also be produced in hard X-ray transmission radiographs by Fresnel
diffraction; as such the method is often termed propagation imaging [18,19,210-212]. This
approach is, in fact, analogous to in-line holography, but its implementation is somewhat
simpler [213]. The method is based on observation of the interference pattern between the
diffracted and undiffracted waves produced by the spatially varying phase shift [214]. As a
spatially coherent X-ray beam propagates through an object, the refracted (phase-shifted)
beam in the forward direction interferes with the unrefracted beam. On further propagation
from the object this results in an observable intensity change in the transmitted beam. The
strong interference patterns are seen when the beam is approximately parallel to the surface of
a boundary of the object, i.e. when ∇φ (x) and ∇ 2φ ( x) are large (see Fig. 5). Resolving the
interference pattern is dependent on the source and detector characteristics, and the pattern is
dependent on the distance between the detector and object [18]. By varying this distance r , 4
different cases for imaging can be distinguished [215]. Since the angular range of interference
is very narrow, the purely absorptive or slightly outline-enhanced image is resolved
immediately behind or close to the object, when r << d 2 λ , where d is the object size and
λ the X-ray wavelength. When the detector is placed at an intermediate distance, i.e.
r ~ d 2 4λ , the small-angle effects occurring at the interfaces between the structures within
the object are of sufficient extent to be resolved. As a result, Fresnel or near-field diffraction
patterns with light-dark fringes can be observed. More and wider fringes become visible with
increasing distance, where the outermost fringe spacing is determined by the detector
resolution and the transverse coherence. The region of Fraunhofer or far-field diffraction
where r >> d 2 λ is not reached with the very short wavelengths of hard X-rays [18].
Consequently, the optimal distance for observation of intensity variations, which provide
image contrast, is the region of Fresnel diffraction.
In Fresnel diffraction the image contrast is proportional to the Laplacian (second derivative in
the one-dimensional case) of the phase change, ∇ 2φ ( x, y ) , which is proportional to the
Laplacian of the projected electron density, ∇ 2 ρ e ( x, y ) [19,157]. Therefore, the method is
particularly suitable for highlighting edges or boundaries, where the second derivative
becomes very significant. For hard X-rays in this imaging regime, which is known as
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differential phase contrast, only those waves originating from very close regions within the
object can interfere [157]. Thus, it appears likely that phase-contrast images in radiography
applications can be interpreted directly without the need for the rigorous image reconstruction
required in in-line holography [157,210,215]. For this reason, the propagation imaging
method can be combined directly with CT to obtain 3D information on the object on a
micrometre scale. Image reconstruction algorithms have been developed for quantitative
phase imaging that relates the propagation of the intensity distribution to the phase
distribution in a wave [210,216]. Additionally, phase contrast in the propagation direction
increases directly with the distance between the object and image (spherical wave case)
[19,157]. Absorption contrast is also still present, so that the 2 contributions to image contrast
are complementary, providing further information on the imaged object in comparison to a
mere absorption-based image.
Techniques requiring sophisticated and expensive synchrotron radiation (SR) sources would
clearly be unsuitable for widespread clinical use. To make propagation imaging more widely
available, a simplified approach, based on the use of a conventional microfocus X-ray tube,
was proposed for medical and other applications [19]. Polychromatic radiation may be used if
the source size is small enough to provide sufficiently high spatial (or lateral) coherence. On
the other hand, the low chromatic (or longitudinal or temporal) coherence inherent in such a
source does not necessarily affect phase contrast or image resolution [154,157]. Since the
geometric features of the contrast are wavelength-independent, so that image formation is
essentially energy-independent, the sources can be operated at higher energies leading to
significant dose reduction without loss of contrast. The maximum lateral dimensions of
structures for which interference can occur is determined by the spatial coherence length
defined by d = λl σ = λ γ , where λ is the X-ray wavelength, l the source-to-observation
distance, σ the source size and γ the angular width of the source as viewed from the
observation point. For instance, microfoci 20 µm in diameter can be used to attain a spatial
coherence of about 1.5 µm at 0.5 m distance, provided that sufficient flux at the patient can be
achieved [19].
Propagation imaging offers an advantage over other phase-contrast imaging techniques: the
method is much easier to implement because it closely resembles present radiography systems
[217]. The feasibility of using polychromatic radiation from an X-ray tube is particularly
important for potential clinical applications. Another advantage is the reduced contribution of
incoherent scattering provided by the air gap between the object and image planes [157].
However, the method is very sensitive to the quality of in-beam components such as windows
or filters [217]. In practice, this also implies a limit on the thickness of objects to be imaged
and the possible need for an image reconstruction procedure. Important geometrical aspects of
the tube-based arrangement with a point source are, as noted above, the appropriate source
size and the distances between the source, object plane and image plane. The spherical wave
condition from such a source has some useful inherent advantages such as considerable
magnification with a corresponding increase in spatial resolution, and the ability to image
large areas simultaneously. On the other hand, essentially a plane-wave geometry is obtained
when the object-to-detector distance is much smaller than the source-to-object distance. It was
estimated that propagation imaging of low-atomic number elements can be done in planewave geometry with spatial resolution down to 0.1 µm [215]. This property along with
differential or edge-enhanced contrast enhances the visibility of thin small details that are
invisible in absorption-contrast images [23].
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Preliminary studies of propagation imaging reported substantial image contrast from weakly
absorbing features in thin organic and inorganic materials, nevertheless, requiring much
greater doses than in diagnostic imaging (using either a monochromatic SR or polychromatic
X-ray source) [18,19,217]. For thick objects the superposition of many details makes
interpretation of the local changes of phase more complicated due to the effects of multiple
scattering within the objects. However, preclinical feasibility studies on mammographic
phantoms and 3-4-cm-thick in vitro full mammary glands reported enhanced detailed
visibility at the 50-µm level with radiation doses smaller or comparable to doses delivered in
standard mammographic examinations [23,214]. Recently, bone imaging was carried out with
a higher energy of 30 keV [218]. Phase-contrast images of in vitro porcine ribs and human
osteosarcoma, developed on the distal end of a femur, demonstrated a superior degree of
image quality in terms of contrast and spatial resolution.

Diffraction-enhanced imaging (DEI): refraction, extinction and absorption contrast
An alternative approach to obtaining phase-contrast information, even if interference patterns
are not observable, is based on high-resolution angular registration of the radiation
transmitted through an object with the aid of an additional crystal analyser [158,219,220]. A
pioneering feat was attributed to Förster et al., who referred to this technique as a ‘Schlieren’
method [221]. Since then the technique has been presented in slightly different versions that
have been termed refraction-contrast radiography or introscopy [159,222], phase-contrast
imaging [219,220,223], phase-dispersion imaging or introscopy [158,224-227], diffraction
imaging [288] and DEI [20,21,24,229]. The last name, which refers to the utilisation of Bragg
diffraction from a crystal analyser, is used in this thesis.
DEI is an X-ray imaging technique that is capable of revealing the contrast generated not only
from absorption, but also from the refractive and diffractive properties of the object examined
[20]. The method provides images in which the contrast is proportional to the gradient of the
phase change, ∇φ ( x, y ) (see Fig. 5), and to that of the projected electron density, ∇ρ e ( x, y ) .
Compared with the absorption contrast of ordinary radiography, it enhances the visibility of
features in the object by one or by combinations of different contrast mechanisms.
Photoelectric absorption, coherent/elastic and incoherent/inelastic scattering contribute to
radiographic image formation and may be exploited as potential sources of contrast in the
energy range of X-ray diagnostics. The recorded intensity in an absorption-based radiographic
image (Eq. (10)) can be considered as a sum [20]
I = IC + I I + I D + I R ,

(16)

where I C , I I and I D are the portions of coherent scattering, incoherent scattering and
diffraction intensity. The portion I R of the recorded intensity is affected by refraction and
attenuated by absorption and extinction. The latter term appears as additional absorption and
corresponds to the intensity loss due to scattering rejected by the crystal analyser. In
diffraction physics, this type of loss of direct beam intensity due to scattering is commonly
called secondary extinction [149]. The variation in transmitted intensities ∆I through the
object (Eq. (10): ∆I I ) recorded on the detector is the only source of radiographic contrast in
absorption radiography. Instead, DEI makes it possible to separate I R from the other
components and introduce contrast based on refraction, absorption and extinction.
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In absorption radiography, the scattered X-rays ( I C + I I ) increase the noise of the signal,
resulting in degradation of contrast and spatial resolution, as was discussed in chapter 2.2.
Using monochromatic SR, in which the inherent collimation of the beam allows large
distances between the patient and the detector, the amount of scattered radiation from the
object is substantially reduced [230,231]. The use of an optimal wavelength band leads to a
reduced radiation dose, since the narrow energy band does not contain unnecessary
components that do not benefit the image contrast.
Imaging setup and diffraction by perfect crystals
In the DEI apparatus, the object is placed between 2 perfect crystals (Fig. 6). A crystal
monochromator is first used to select the narrow energy band from the incoming X-ray beam,
and after traversing the object the beam is analysed with a tuneable analyser crystal before
being recorded at a detector. The angular deviations due to refraction are very small, so that
the use of perfect crystals is necessary. Only a few compounds are available as sufficiently
large perfect crystals, namely Si, germanium (Ge) and quartz; Si crystals are those that are
most used in the applications discussed here. To better understand contrast formation in DEI,
it is useful to describe some of the properties of X-ray diffraction from perfect crystals.

Figure 6. The DEI setup for imaging with synchrotron radiation (Si(111) PM-L = Si(111)
premonochromator crystal in Laue geometry). The DEI optics includes high-resolution
monochromator and analyser crystals in the so-called nondispersive setting (modified from
Fig. 1 (III)).

Diffraction from a perfect crystal may occur either in Bragg (reflection) or Laue
(transmission) geometries as is presented in Fig. 7. The reflection condition is by Bragg’s law
[149,150,152]
mλ = 2d sin θ B ,

(17)

where λ is the X-ray wavelength, d the spacing between the atomic planes, θ B the angle
between the incident beam and atomic planes and m a positive integer.
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Figure 7. Diffraction by a perfect crystal in (a) Bragg reflection and (b) Laue transmission
geometries. Here d is the spacing between the atomic planes and k and k´ are the wave
vectors of the incident and diffracted beams, respectively. The reflection is said to be
symmetric if the normal of the physical surface is parallel (perpendicular) to the reflecting
planes in the case of Bragg (Laue) geometry (modified from [152]).

Even for a perfect crystal the reflection is not infinitely sharp, but has an intrinsic range in
angle and wavelength. This finite, but extremely small angular width is called the Darwin
width of the reflection [149,150]. It corresponds to a spreading of the reciprocal lattice points
in the direction normal to the diffracting planes due to the limited depth of X-ray penetration,
and thus to the limited number of lattice planes participating in diffraction. The Darwin width
for a symmetric diffraction is given by [149,202]
wD =

2λ
,
πΛ sin 2θ B

(18)

where Λ is the so-called extinction depth. It is the depth to which the incident X-ray beam
penetrates into the crystal when the interference of the reflected beam by the incident beam
makes the amplitude attenuate exponentially. In the case of symmetrical Bragg reflection it is
given by [149,202]
Λ=

Vc
,
re λKF

(19)

where Vc is the volume of the unit cell, K the polarisation factor and F the structure factor.
For the X-ray energies usually used in mammography, the Darwin width of an Si crystal is
about 1-20 µrad, depending on the energy and the order of crystal reflection. A few values for
low-order reflections are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. The Darwin width wD with K = 1 for low-order reflections of silicon at the energies
typically used in mammography. Theoretical values for calculation are taken from [148].

Reflection
(hkl)
111
220
400
311
333

15.0 keV
17.7
12.3
7.5
6.9
3.5

17.5 keV
15.2
10.5
6.3
5.9
2.9

Darwin width wD (µrad)
20.0 keV
25.0 keV
13.2
10.6
9.2
7.3
5.5
4.3
5.1
4.1
2.5
2.0

30.0 keV
8.8
6.1
3.6
3.4
1.6

50.0 keV
5.3
3.6
2.1
2.0
1.0

Refraction and extinction contrast

In a boundary between media with different refraction indices, the direction of the incident
beam is deviated in the diffraction plane by a small amount: ∆θ z (Snell’s law) [151,158].
This effect occurs even for minor differences in the refractive indices, but becomes
substantially strengthened at curved contours when the gradient of the refractive index (or
density gradient; Eqs (7) and (8)) is nearly perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the
X-ray beam. Since the refractive indices (or densities) of biological tissues differ only slightly
from unity, δ ~ 10 −6 , the refraction angles at the boundaries between the media can be very
small, only a fraction of a microradian. It is clear that such small beam deviations are
impossible to resolve by the methods commonly used in radiography. However, these
refraction effects can be observed, using a highly parallel monochromatic X-ray beam and a
perfect crystal analyser with an angular resolution of about 0.1 µrad (0.02 arcsec)
[155,158,219,220]. The angular sensitivity of this type of system is characterised by the socalled reflectivity curve or rocking curve (RC) of the analyser crystal. It represents the
crystal’s reflectivity as a function of the Bragg angle θ B , having a maximum close to unity at
θ B and an FWHM equal to the angular Darwin width [149,159,229,232]. Consequently, the
crystal analyser converts the small changes in propagation direction of the refracted beam to
changes in intensity of the detector (see Fig. 8) The slope of the RC acts as a contrast
amplifier: the steeper the slope, the greater is the intensity variation in the images, i.e. contrast
due to refraction effects [232]. In addition to object, the refraction contrast is dependent on the
FWHM of the RC of the analyser and the X-ray energy. When all other parameters are fixed,
the refraction contrast is dependent on the tuning angle of the analyser crystal, as we shall see
later on.
When the analyser is tuned to diffract the nondeviated beam, then only the X-rays that are
within this angular window are reflected and contribute to the image formation in the
detector. The analyser serves as a narrow slit or an angular filter eliminating contributions
from coherent and incoherent scattering ( I C + I I ) to the image [20]. In DEI optics the socalled nondispersive setting is used (see Fig. 6), in which the angular acceptance is equal to
the convolution of the Darwin widths of the 2 crystals (monochromator and analyser),
independent of the incident angular divergence and energy bandwidth [150,152]. As a result,
effective scatter rejection is obtained at the microradian level, which is far below the
capabilities of conventional antiscatter techniques such as slit collimation and grids. The
refracted X-rays are not totally rejected, but reflected with lower intensity depending on the
angle of deviation, which is of the order of microradians. Scattering spreads over a large range
of angles and may give rise to important imaging contrast. In particular, small-angle X-ray
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scattering (SAXS) from supramolecular structures of tissues may be very strong. The angular
range of SAXS is in the milliradian regime, which is much larger than the width of angular
acceptance, i.e. the RC. Therefore, most of the SAXS intensity is also rejected, and in some
cases the resulting extinction or scatter rejection contrast may be dominant [20,229,233].
Variations in SAXS patterns can also be used for tissue mapping [234]. In ordinary absorption
radiography, the SAXS information cannot be distinguished from the recorded direct beam
intensity, but it is always present degrading the spatial resolution as a part of geometric
blurring [162]. Finally, as a result of analyser-based angular filtration of scattered X-rays only
the portion I R of the incident beam intensity (see Eq. (16)) appears in the DEI image [20].
The following section gives a detailed account of the methods used to exploit the contrast in
IR .

Figure 8. The double-crystal RC of Si(333) Bragg reflection at 25 keV and the principle of
the DEI method. The analyser crystal converts the small angular changes in the refracted Xray beam caused by the object to changes in intensity observed at the detector placed behind
the analyser. The low-angle, top and high-angle positions on the RC are indicated by L , T
and H , respectively.
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Image formation and processing

The double-crystal RC in the nondispersive setting is shown in Fig. 8 for the Si(333)
reflection with 25-keV incident X-rays. In the case of weakly absorbing crystals in
symmetrical Bragg geometry, the shape of the RC is approximately triangular [149]. The RC
illustrates the conversion between the angular deviations from the Bragg angle (horizontal
axis) and intensity changes (vertical axis). When the analyser is tuned to reflect at the middle
of the slope on either the low-angle side ( L ) or the high-angle side ( H ) of the RC peak, i.e.
to the angle θ B ± wD 2 , the deflections of the rays are converted to intensity changes. X-rays
that traverse the object unrefracted will arrive in the analyser crystal at the tuning angle and
be diffracted with an intensity of half the peak intensity corresponding to a reflectivity of 0.5
[20]. Rays that are refracted by the object through small angles ∆θ z will impinge on the
analyser at an angle lesser or greater than the tuning angle. Their reflected intensities will then
be either higher or lower than the unrefracted X-rays, depending on the tuning angle for
unrefracted X-rays and the angle at which the refracted X-rays impinge on the analyser
crystal. In the DEI slope images, a reversal occurs in the refraction contrast of the image when
the tuning angle is changed from L to H .
When the analyser is tuned to reflect at the top ( T ) of the RC, it diffracts the unrefracted Xrays with full intensity of the peak corresponding to a reflectivity of 1.0. An acquired image is
almost completely free of scattered radiation as long as the scattering angle is larger than the
RC width. However, rays refracted through angles within this angular window contribute to
image formation. Thus, the DEI top image provides the contrast-containing information on
slight refraction, strong absorption and the largest effects of extinction of the object being
imaged [232,233,235]. By tuning the analyser far away from T (Bragg angle), i.e. to the tails
of the RC, it becomes possible to reject the unrefracted X-rays and select the scattered X-rays
from the specimen. This means that DEI can be optimised to either reject or record the
scattered X-rays for a specific type of SAXS, thus producing contrast between details in
specimens that have similar absorption, but different SAXS patterns [229].
The DEI top and slope images can be exploited qualitatively with no processing, but then the
analysis can be made quantitative when the RC is known accurately [20,236]. Each
unprocessed DEI image can be defined as a mixture of 2 effects of image contrast: refractive
index effects and attenuation effects (absorption and extinction). The weight of each effect is
originally unknown, but by means of image processing it is possible to separate them. Two
DEI images are first acquired, one on each side of the RC of the analyser, after which the
equation with two unknowns can be solved by a simple algorithm developed by Chapman et
al. [20]. When the analyser is tuned to the angle θ 0 , the diffracted intensity of the X-rays
emerging from the object observed at a detector can be expressed as [20]
I = I R R(θ 0 + ∆θ z ) ,

(20)

where R(θ ) is the reflectivity of the analyser at that angular position and ∆θ z is the deviation
angle of the refracted X-rays. One may notice from Fig. 8 that the steepest and most
reasonably constant gradient of the reflectivity is achieved at the midslope on each side of the
RC, i.e. when θ 0 = θ B ± wD 2 . Thus, for small values of ∆θ z , the RC can be expressed as a
first-order Taylor series expansion [20]
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R(θ 0 + ∆θ z ) = R(θ 0 ) +

dR (θ 0 )
∆θ z ,
dθ

(21)

dR (θ 0 )
is the gradient of the RC. In the two DEI slope images, which are acquired at
dθ
the points θ 0 = θ B ± wD 2 , the contribution of absorption is the same for each image, but the
sensitivity to refraction is of opposite signs due to the difference in signs of the RC gradients
on both sides. Thus, denoting I L and I H as the intensities in the low-angle ( θ L ) and highangle ( θ H ) side images, respectively, and using Eq. (21), the following pair of equations are
obtained [20]

where

dR (θ L )
æ
ö
∆θ z ÷
I L = I R ç R(θ L ) +
dθ
è
ø

(22a)

dR(θ H )
æ
ö
∆θ z ÷ .
I H = I R ç R(θ H ) +
dθ
è
ø

(22b)

These 2 equations can be combined and solved simultaneously to produce 2 new independent
images, whose solutions are [20]
∆θ z =

I H R(θ L ) − I L R(θ H )
æ dR(θ H ) ö
æ dR(θ L ) ö
IL ç
÷ − IH ç
÷
è dθ ø
è dθ ø
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IR =
æ dR(θ H ) ö
æ dR(θ L ) ö
R(θ L ) ç
÷ − R(θ H ) ç
÷
è dθ ø
è dθ ø

(23a)

(23b)

This algorithm is applied on a pixel-by-pixel basis to the DEI images acquired from both
sides of the RC. Processing by Eq. (23a) produces an image referred to as the refraction image
[20]. Actually, it is a map of the component of the angular deviation linked to the refractive
index (or phase change) gradient in the diffraction plane, in which the analyser orientation is
λ
chosen to be sensitive to diffract the beam, i.e. ∆θ z ≈ ∇n( x, y ) ≈ −
∇φ ( x, y ) . Thus, this
2π
type of map highlights the boundaries between regions with varying refractive indices (see
Fig. 5). Processing by Eq. (23b) produces the so-called apparent absorption image, which to a
first-order approximation is a scatter-free combination of both absorption and extinction
information on the object [20,232]. A pair of raw images thus yields a pair of processed
images of superior quality, each based on a different contrast factor. Since each image is
formed from two images, naturally, the processed images are somewhat noisier than those
from which they are created. In fact, the appearance of DEI top image is almost identical to
that of the apparent absorption images, but it has the advantage of being free of noise caused
by image addition and subtraction and thus a larger SNR [21,232,233].
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The absorption, refraction, scattering and interference contrasts coexist in the DEI images,
due clearly to the partial coherence of the incident SR beam [202]. The DEI algorithm
described above is, however, derived with the aid of simple geometrical optics reasoning. It is
thus limited to resolving the effects arising from structures that are larger than the pixel size
of the detector. Lately, complementary algorithms were proposed for extracting more
quantitative information in cases of fine, highly scattering structures, when the performance
of the original simple algorithm is not adequate [237,238]. A detailed analysis of image
formation in terms of geometrical and wave optics is given by Bushuev et al. [155,156].
Advantages and disadvantages of diffraction-enhanced imaging (DEI)

Use of the DEI technique may provide a number of significant improvements over existing
diagnostic mammography systems. Due to the properties of the analyser, the system has the
unique and intrinsic ability to provide essentially scatter-free images of objects examined,
resulting in substantial improvement in SNR [233,235]. The technique is capable of
producing wide dynamic range images with various contrast mechanisms yielding much more
information on the structure of the object than an ordinary radiograph. Three different
mechanisms predominate in image formation, depending on the object size: absorption
contrast predominates at the largest diameters, refraction contrast in the intermediate-to-smalldiameter regime and extinction contrast in the case of small structures [235].
The contrast in absorption images is dependent on the thickness of the object as well as on the
difference between mass attenuation coefficients. Interference and refraction effects, which
give rise to the contrast in a refraction image, are proportional to the gradient of the projected
phase change (or density gradient). This property makes it a sensitive indicator of edges and
interfaces between different types of tissues, whereupon it creates pseudoshadowing at the
boundaries making an illusion of three-dimensionality of the image [20,23,159,232,233].
Since it measures slow variations in phase, the method could be used in mammography for
visualisation of slowly varying soft tissue structures such as tumourous mass lesions. This
complimentary behaviour between absorption and refraction contrast images is a distinct
advantage of the DEI technique. DEI also has the ability to enhance tissue areas where smallangle scattering is different from that of the surroundings [233]. In this apparent absorption
image the contrast based on extinction can be a significantly higher factor than that in an
absorption radiograph [20]. This should make the detection of smaller inhomogeneities more
feasible. Extinction usually has the largest effects when images are taken near the top of the
RC; however, since the scattering has an angular dependence, the extinction contrast is
strongly dependent on the analyser position [233].
DEI images recorded at different analyser positions on the RC correspond to different spatial
frequencies around the object and therefore can enhance different features of the object [219].
This means that DEI optics can be optimised to produce the contrast that best allows detection
and differentiation between object details. For instance, in fibrous structures the dimensions
of the fibres affect the optimal analyser position. A major component of connective tissue in
the human body is collagen, which is a fibrous protein with a hierarchical structure covering
several length scales [234]. This gives rise to both refraction at the edges of the larger
structures and SAXS from the fibrils. The combination of these effects could be used to
improve the visibility of ILC, which is a distinct malignant neoplasm consisting of small cells
tending to infiltrate in thin collagen strands that are often only one cell in width [239]. These
show only low opacity in mammography, resulting in more frequent overlooking of the ILC
than the other types of infiltrating carcinoma. By making these crucial features more evident
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to the interpreter, additional information provided by the DEI could eventually lead to
detection of breast lesions at an earlier stage than what is currently possible, as well as to an
increase in correct assessments. This makes the DEI method a very promising candidate for
low-dose mammography, not least because other phase-contrast methods do not provide high
contrast from slowly varying structures such as tumourous mass lesions.
Several reports concerning DEI consistently indicated improved contrast over current
radiography techniques, particularly in objects where absorption varies weakly
[20,22,24,229,231,233,235]. While subject contrast in standard mammograms rarely exceeds
10%, except in cases of clearly defined large calcifications, the refraction contrast of details in
1-3-cm-thick (compressed) breast cancer specimens can reach 40-60% at MGDs of 0.8-1.5
mGy [22]. These images were taken using characteristic 22.2-keV AgKα1 radiation when
perfect Si(220) crystals were installed in the nondispersive Bragg scheme. During the same
study it became evident that the ability of DEI in resolving small calcifications is
tremendously increased. Subject contrast is about 40% in images of 0.15-0.2-mm
microcalcifications and about 10% when the size is 0.05 mm, while in clinical mammography
it is only 5-8% for microcalcifications of 0.2 mm in diameter [22]. Contrast enhancement was
also studied using mammographic accreditation phantoms. One study reported on contrast of
as much as 40% for the DEI slope and apparent absorption images when the system was
operated in the nondispersive Si(333) Bragg geometry utilising an 18-keV SR beam and an
image plate. It corresponds to a 27-fold increase in contrast compared with SR radiographs of
the same object without applying the analyser and acquiring the same energy and comparable
dose levels [20]. The contrast gain with formalin-fixed breast tissue specimens is 8-14 for
apparent absorption images, but even an additional factor of 2 higher for top images, for
which the strongest scatter rejection is characteristic [233]. Thus, contrast in top images
proved to be 8-33 times larger than that of SR absorption radiographs of the same
approximately 1-cm-thick specimens using SR at 18 keV.
Another important issue to be considered is the absorbed dose delivered to the patient, which
is always the limiting factor in medical imaging with ionising radiation. The best absorption
contrast enhancement is achieved at the lowest photon energies, but at the same time the
radiation dose increases. Moreover, the minimum dose required for radiographic visualisation
of an object increases as the inverse fourth power of the size of the object [164]. For instance,
even with an ideal detector, detection of 30-µm microcalcifications would result in an
entrance dose of 50 mSv and an MGD of about 20 mSv [168]. Therefore, attaining image
quality sufficient for diagnosis without significant increase in dose involves careful
compromise between these parameters. Imaging by monochromatic X-rays offers an intrinsic
advantage over polychromatic beams: the radiation dose is reduced due to the narrow band of
optimised energy. It contains only the components of the spectrum that are necessary to form
the image contrast, but eliminates the other part that would normally deliver unnecessary
dose. This was verified in practice in several comparative studies using image quality
phantoms at realistic mammographic exposures [20,22,23,232]. Consequently, the additional
contrast in DEI can be obtained with considerably lower radiation doses than those currently
employed in mammography.
In propagation imaging specimen thickness is limited in the low-X-ray energy region,
whereas DEI also works successfully for thicknesses similar to those found in the human
breast [20,219,223,240]. DEI is not dependent on the ambiguities of 2π in the interpretation of
propagation images, but rather corresponds to differential phase imaging [205]. As breast
thickness increases, the radiation dose also increases so that it may be feasible to increase the
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X-ray energy to compensate for thickness, while opening the way to dose reduction. The DEI
modality could be applied at higher energies without significant loss in contrast since the
phase component of the refractive index decreases is proportional to E −2 , while the
absorptive component is proportional to E −4 (Eqs (3a) and (3b)). On the other hand, the
Darwin width for a given crystal reflection decreases as E −1 to the first approximation, so that
the angular sensitivity of the DEI system to the variation in refractive index is proportional to
E −1 [240-242]. Rejection of scattering is independent of energy, but scattering itself decreases
with energy [240]. For these reasons, the use of monoenergetic sources makes it possible to
optimise the energy for imaging different types of objects to obtain the highest extinction
contrast while maintaining sufficient refraction contrast [20]. Recently, it was demonstrated
that DEI is applicable to imaging of mammography phantoms even at 50 keV without
significant loss in SNR , but allowing substantial dose reduction (MGD < 0.2 mGy) [25].
Accordingly, less breast compression in examinations is needed and the flux requirements are
reduced, due to reduced tissue absorption. On the other hand, since each processed DEI image
is constructed from two images, intrinsically the total dose to the object is doubled for these
images. To amend the situation, a new method based on the use of a Bragg-Laue analyser
system was introduced to provide a pair of opposite slope images simultaneously with a single
exposure. Although about 10% of the beam intensity is lost, it eliminates the potential
problems associated with both dose and object motion between the 2 exposures [243].
Natural collimation of X-rays and efficient scatter rejection mean that the spatial resolution of
DEI is ultimately limited by detector performance. At the advent of high-resolution detectors
it is thus expected that increasingly detailed images from the objects will be obtained.
Recently, it was indicated that a limit in detection of small objects is defined by the PSF, pixel
size and detector noise, and that the limit is lower in DEI than in ordinary radiography [235].
This sets demanding criteria on the optimum detectors used for DEI applications. The detector
should not only have high spatial resolution with sufficiently large area, but also as high a
DQE as possible for low-dose imaging without reducing spatial resolution. In addition, a
large dynamic range is needed as well as a short readout time, which is particularly important
for the CT mode [244]. The demand for postprocessing of the images and efficient picture
archiving refer to an on-line digital detector system [244]. It is evident that the requirements
are extremely difficult to meet in a single detector. A comparison of 3 digital detectors for a
DEI system was recently reported [245]. The performance of DEI is also affected by the
imaging system’s sensitivity to vibrations and thermal drifts. This necessitates high
instrumental requirements for optics and high stability and precise alignment of the setup
[229,246]. To minimise the artefacts of the images, the angular oscillations of the analyser
should not exceed 1-5% of the width of the RC [242]. Generally, a setup based on Bragg
geometry, in which thick crystals are used, is more stable and the peak reflectivity is 2 times
higher than that of a Laue crystal. On the other hand, the latter allows simultaneous
acquisition of both the absorption and the phase-contrast images [242,243].
In mammography both benign and malignant tumours usually appear as one or a combination
of different signs of breast abnormalities, such as mass lesions, calcifications and others
[247]. Their appearance in the DEI images is often quite different from that in ordinary
mammograms. DEI enhances contrast at the edges and interfaces, which facilitates the
detection of small calcifications and thin collagen strands. On the other hand, the enhanced
contrast may overwhelm gross features, such as ill-defined mass lesions. In planar imaging,
particularly of thick objects, the superposition of many details throughout the specimen
thickness makes the interpretation very complicated. This leads to an essential aspect in
developing the DEI technique, i.e. the training of radiologists in interpretation of the images
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through comparison with ordinary mammograms. Reading of the mammographic signs is
guided by the optical images of histology. The goal is to identify the essential diagnostic
features in the multitude of details found in DEI images.
Probably, the main challenge in developing DEI as a viable imaging modality in
mammography arises from its requirements for a radiation source. An intense and highly
collimated monochromatic X-ray beam is needed for resolving the refraction and extinction
effects and for image acquisition in reasonably short exposure times even with thick and
mobile objects. Currently, SR is unsuitable for widespread clinical application of the DEI
technique due to several reasons, such as its limited availability, impracticality, complexity,
large dimensions, maintenance and high costs of the facilities [232]. While the most complete
information on the object examined is obtained when the incident X-ray beam has a high
degree of spatial and temporal coherence, the phase and refraction effects can be observed
with an incoherent incoming beam, even with the mammography equipment currently used
[185,202]. DEI is based on refraction and scattering effects, which are characteristic for the
specimen but not for the radiation, so that monochromatised radiation from an X-ray tube can
be used, as has been done in tissue specimens and laboratory animals [22,158,226]. The
intensity of the characteristic radiation from an X-ray tube is several orders of magnitude
lower than that of SR. To acquire images of thick objects, such low intensities would
probably involve unacceptably long exposure times [24,242,248]. Long exposure times would
result in image blurring due to patient motion as well as to stability problems related to
thermal drifts of the optics [164,242]. To overcome these limitations and to adapt the DEI
technique to the clinical environment, further technological advances of compact, intense and
monochromatic X-ray sources are necessary.
Present state
A pilot project to explore the usefulness of monoenergetic X-rays for mammographic imaging
was introduced at the National Synchrotron Light Source in Upton, New York [231,236]. In
these preliminary studies, images of phantoms and actual tissue were acquired. The white SR
beam was monochromatised by a double-crystal Si(111) Bragg case monochromator tuned to
reflect 16-24-keV radiation. A thin Si(111) crystal analyser was set to Laue geometry, in
which the reflected and transmitted beams are recorded simultaneously to yield both phasecontrast and absorption-contrast images. The images were recorded on a photostimulative
phosphor image plate with a pixel size of 100 µm, which determines the spatial resolution of
the image obtained when highly collimated X-rays are used. These pilot results were
encouraging and showed that improved image contrast over current systems can be obtained
at equivalent or smaller doses, particularly at 18 keV and below. A new set of experiments
was performed at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne, Illinois, to study the tissue
characterisation capability of DEI with animal specimens containing implanted tumours
[249]. Additional acrylic plates were added during imaging to make the absorbing thickness
of the formalin-fixed specimens on the order of 3-4 cm. Images were taken with an image
plate at an SR beam energy of 18 keV using Si crystals tuned to 333 reflection in Bragg
geometry. These experiments indicated for the first time that DEI may be sensitive to
extinction and refraction contrast in cancerous tissue. The images revealed excessive
refraction contrast around the borders of the embedded features and, thus, subsequent
complementary work was performed at the Advanced Photon Source [241]. To demonstrate
DEIs applicability to cancer detection, breast tissue specimens with naturally grown tumours
were studied in the energy range 18-30 keV. The absorbing thickness of formalin-fixed
specimens was on the order of 3-5 cm. The DEI apparent absorption image recorded by an
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image plate showed more contrast and calcifications than normal absorption radiographs
taken with a digital mammography unit operating at 22 kV. The most striking feature proved
to be the DEI refraction image that revealed small fibrils, possible signs of small cancers that
can pass unnoticed in conventional systems.
To date, relatively few comparative studies have been carried out using DEI, and its potential
for mammographic imaging has not yet been fully explored. Only 2 studies performed in 3 SR
facilities systematically evaluated the feasibility of DEI use in mammography [23,24]. In
these studies, images of mammography phantoms and in vitro human mammary glands were
obtained with clinical mammography and DEI. The visibility scores of phantom details were
assigned and the correspondence of the images with histopathological observations of
specimens was evaluated. The aim was to identify what clinically relevant information could
be visualised. Another study on formalin-fixed human breast cancer specimens reported that,
86% of the cases investigated, compared with clinical digital mammograms, showed
enhanced visibility of architectural distortion and lesion spiculation corresponding to
information on actual histopathologic structures [24]. The DEI images were taken using an
18-keV SR beam when Si(333) Bragg crystals were installed in the nondispersive setting.
Further confirmation was received from another preclinical feasibility study on fixed and
fresh full-breast specimens obtained at postmortem excision [23]. In this study the clinical
mammography unit was operated at 26-27 kV, whereas the SR system was operated in the
nondispersive Si(111) Bragg geometry at an X-ray energy of 17 keV. Direct comparisons
between mammograms and DEI images were made using the same screen-film systems as the
image receptor for both modalities. The results of these comparative studies gave good
prospects to DEI, especially in terms of image quality and absorbed dose, but essentially the
results were qualitative and do not yet lead to a straightforward application for breast cancer
detection and diagnosis.
Tissue characterisation by comparing the images with histopathology is an essential and
necessary step in evaluating the potential of the DEI method in clinical radiography. A direct
comparison is impossible to perform only with planar images due to the interference of
overlying tissues. Instead, superimposed structures are separated by means of CT, and
comparison between the histology (optic image) and DEI images is possible. The DEI
technique has also been extended from planar to tomographic imaging, and the images could
be successfully reconstructed by applying a conventional filtered backprojection method
[21,250]. This enables simultaneous acquisition of quantitative maps of refractive indices and
linear attenuation coefficients, if the DEI algorithms are applied to the sinograms before
image reconstruction. However, in these preliminary studies the procedure led to uncertainties
in about 20% of the reconstructed values compared with the theoretical absolute values of
refractive indices. Therefore, more sophisticated algorithms containing second-order terms for
the geometrical optics approximation are being developed [251].
In addition to the mammary gland, DEI has shown high sensitivity in imaging specific inner
organs of laboratory animals, including respiratory systems, blood vessels, lymphatic nodes,
nerves, heart, liver, legs etc. [22,155,224,226,227,232]. Based on these studies, it is possible
to list many areas of diagnostic radiology in which the DEI could provide essential
information on the structure of tissues and organs. In experiments performed with mice it was
found that the lungs and fur can result in enormous contrast gain, demonstrating a level of
sensitivity and tissue specificity in DEI not normally observed in radiography [229].
Extinction contrast, which is sensitive to the presence of submicroscopic structures, appeared
to be very strong when the analyser was tuned to the top of the RC. For instance, the fur layer
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shows negligible absorption in ordinary radiographs, but due to SAXS generated by the fur
fibres, the apparent absorption in the DEI top image increased 7-fold. In recent studies, DEI
was applied to the imaging of in vitro human articular cartilage from both disarticulated and
intact joints in the energy range 17-30 keV [252,253]. For the first time with X-rays,
structural organisation as well as orientation in gross cartilage defects, even at very early
stages in the degenerative process, were visualised with DEI. The suspected regions in the
images were verified with histological microscopic examination. Currently, noninvasive
detection of the initial stages of degenerative articulation diseases, typified by osteoarthritis, is
rather limited and with ordinary X-ray radiography generally impossible [252]. Therefore,
these results serve as favourable evidence for the potential of DEI technology to extend to
skeletal radiology - not only for bone, but also for cartilage. Furthermore, X-rays are ideal for
evaluating changes in subchondral bone, and due to the higher spatial resolution of X-ray
radiography in comparison to MRI, theoretically, both different and enhanced detail visibility
may be obtained through DEI technology [252,254].

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Experimental facilities
The examinations of the present thesis were carried out using 4 different imaging modalities.
The experimental modalities included the setup of a two-crystal diffractometer at a university
laboratory (HU, Helsinki) and 2 setups at a synchrotron facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France).
Studies with diagnostic modalities involved a mammographic X-ray unit and a whole-body
X-ray CT scanner at a university hospital (HUCH, Helsinki).
Device at the University of Helsinki (HU)
Two-crystal diffractometer
The incident X-ray beam obtained from an X-ray tube, even if the radiation is constrained
through a set of slits, is still divergent and contains wavelengths covering a very large range.
However, by utilising the reflection at a perfect crystal surface to eliminate continuous
radiation it is possible to obtain an almost monochromatic beam of characteristic radiation.
The principle of the employment of reflection by a perfect crystal was first presented
independently by many groups during the early 1920s [150]. As seen in Table 2, a single
wavelength is reflected within a very narrow range of angles. The angular range of reflection
and the wavelength distribution can be studied by the two-crystal diffractometer, in which the
radiation is reflected in succession from 2 perfect crystals [150]. There are two basic settings
for successive Bragg reflections in perfect crystals: if the order of the reflection is m, these
two settings can be referred to as (m,m) and (m,-m) arrangements, respectively. In the (m,m)
setting the outward-drawn normals to the 2 crystal reflecting planes are inclined to one
another at an angle of 2θ , where θ is the Bragg angle. The wavelength bandwith after the
second crystal is much smaller than that of the first crystal, and the arrangement is termed
dispersive. In the (m,-m) setting the normals are inclined to one another at an angle of 180°, so
that the lattice planes of the crystals are parallel. The reflected wavelength band from the
second crystal equals that reflected by the first crystal, and the arrangement is termed
nondispersive [150,152]. This absence of dispersion in the parallel orientation is one of the
most applied properties of the instrument. A detailed account of the principles of two-crystal
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diffractometers is given in the books by Zachariasen and James [149,150]. The properties of
X-ray diffraction were briefly discussed in chapter 2.3.
Setup
Quantitative studies of refraction contrast in weakly absorbing and well-characterised test
objects presented in this thesis were done using a two-crystal diffractometer. A photograph of
the setup is shown in Fig. 9, and its schematic overview is shown in Fig. 1 (I). It consists of a
sealed X-ray tube and generator, a perfect crystal monochromator and analyser, goniometers,
collimating slits, a translation stage, a low-noise detector with peripheral equipment and a
control unit.

Figure 9. Photograph of the experimental setup for refraction contrast studies at HU. The
size of the incoming X-ray beam from the X-ray tube is limited by the slits before its incidence
in the Si(333) monochromator crystal. A sample on the translation stage between the 2
crystals is scanned horizontally through the beam. The small angular changes in the refracted
X-ray beam caused by the sample are recorded at the NaI(Tl) detector located behind the
Si(333) analyser crystal. Fine tuning of the analyser crystal is achieved by the fine-rotation
attachment (torsion/bending device) of the goniometer.
Here the characteristic MoKα1 radiation (λ = 0.70926 nm, E = 17.48 keV) from a fine-focus
sealed X-ray tube with Mo anode (PW2215/20, Philips, Holland) was used. The natural width
of the MoKα1 line is ∆E / E = 4.1 × 10 −4 . The takeoff angle of the 0.4-mm focal line was set to
1.32°, so that a nominal optical width of 9.2 µm at the beginning of the beam pipe was
obtained. The height of the source was limited to 3.1 mm by a fixed slit at the tube window.
At the end of a beam pipe is another slit, whose height was adjusted to 3.0 mm and whose
width could be adjusted to between 20 µm and 1.0 mm. The horizontal intensity profile of the
beam was determined with routine knife-edge measurements. For this adjustment, the FWHM
of the nearly Gaussian-shaped profile was 70-80 µm after the first crystal. The narrow X-ray
beam was reflected by two Si crystals with hhh-reflecting planes mounted strain-free on
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goniometer heads in the nondispersive configuration. The test objects, which can be placed on
a high-resolution translation stage between the 2 crystals, were scanned horizontally through
the beam. The first crystal, i.e. monochromator, was used to select the MoKα1 line from the
spectrum of the incident radiation and the latter crystal, i.e. analyser, was tuned to analyse the
X-rays traversing the objects. The lowest-order reflections of Si were used: the 111 reflection
for the general alignment and the 333 reflection for the actual refraction measurements. The
monochromator was tuned to reflect at the peak position of the MoKα1 line, while the analyser
was rotated by a torsion/bending device to record the reflectivity curve of the crystals. The
recorded intensity, indeed, is the autocorrelation function of the reflectivity curve. Theory of
crystals in Bragg geometry with negligible absorption suggests that the expected FWHM of
the triangular RC should be 1.32 times the Darwin width i.e. 3.4 µrad [150]. However, the
observed FWHM was slightly wider, 5.5 µrad, which was primarily due to vertical divergence
of the beam. Data were acquired at 3 different angular positions ( L , T and H , see Fig. 8) on
the double-crystal RC. Every component of the diffraction optics was mounted on the same
optical table to minimise the intensity modulation due to relative angle changes caused by
vibrations. A standard NaI(Tl) scintillation detector (25 YB 1, Crismatec Scintiflex, France)
and pulse height discrimination (Ortec 550A, EG&G, single-channel analyser, Ortec 472,
EG&G, spectroscopy amplifier, TN, USA) was used for photon counting. Data acquisition
and instrument control were performed with a motion controller (PC48-8, Oregon Micro
Systems, OR, USA) and UNIX-based SPEC software (Certified Scientific Software, MA,
USA) [255].
Fine-rotation attachment
The fine rotation of the analyser crystal was accomplished using a special high-resolution
torsion/bending attachment of the standard goniometer. In the refraction contrast studies with
light objects exposed by MoKα1 radiation, typical refraction angles are only of the order of
microradians. Therefore, very delicate diffraction optics is required to show these refraction
effects. The accuracy attained with mechanical full-rotation goniometers is limited to 10 µrad,
unless encoders and fine-rotation stages with feedback systems are used. With the aid of
optical interferometers or autocollimators the resolution can be improved to 50 nrad in the
limited angular range, but usually either their size or cost become restrictive elements. In this
setup, the solution was compact and a mechanically simple fine-rotation attachment based on
torque in a shaft that was produced with a bending arm. A torsion moment was provided by a
stepper motor-driven linear actuator of 0.05-µm resolution and 6-µm accuracy (VM25.4PP,
Newport, France) that acted as a lateral force on the bending arm. The construction drawings
of the developed system can be found in Fig. 1 (II). This autonomous unit, which can be
attached to standard goniometers, is inherently stable, free from backlash and hysteresis and
provides nanoradian resolution. Unless the limits of elastic deformation are exceeded, the
dimensions and materials of the device can be freely chosen as corresponding to the desired
angular range. In the present study, these were chosen such that 1-mm bending at the free end
of the steel arm corresponded to about a 20-µrad torsion angle of the steel shaft. The
measured resolution of the device, which was calibrated using the effects of X-ray refraction,
appeared to be better than 10 nrad (0.002 arcsec) and the long-term stability 20 nrad. These
were sufficiently accurate to tune the analyser to any location on the RC with a few
microradians width for MoKα1 radiation. A complete description of the construction,
performance and calibration of the device is presented elsewhere (II).
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Device at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)
Synchrotron radiation (SR)
SR is electromagnetic radiation emitted when light charged particles (electrons or positrons)
traversing with relativistic velocity undergo radial acceleration in a magnetic field [152,256].
In the following text, electrons and positrons are generically referred to as electrons. The first
observation of SR was made in 1947, and it was first considered as a nuisance because it
caused energy losses in high-energy accelerators. In the following years synchrotrons were
constructed primarily for the purposes of high-energy physics, until in the 1970s it was
realised that the undesirable production of X-rays could be used as a versatile and intense
source of X-rays. This hastened the development process so that currently many thirdgeneration synchrotrons, which may produce radiation several orders of magnitude more
intense than the strongest characteristic emission lines from X-ray tubes, are constructed only
for the production of X-rays (Fig. 10).

Figure 10. Spectral flux of the beam available at the third-generation synchrotron source
(broken line: ESRF ID17 at 200-mA ring current) compared with the flux obtained from a
100-kW rotating anode X-ray tube source at 110 kVp at 1-m distance (solid line) (modified
from [257]).
The functioning of third-generation SR facilities can be subdivided into 3 parts. First, the
electron beam is produced in an electron gun and preaccelerated by a linear accelerator (linac)
or microtron. Next, the energy of the electrons is further increased to its maximum in a
booster synchrotron ring, typically in the GeV range, and the velocities of the electrons
approach the velocity of light. Finally, the electrons are injected into a polygonal storage ring,
which is a vacuum tube designed to maintain the electron beam for several hours. At each
corner of the polygon are dipole magnets to bend the electron trajectories, so that they remain
in a closed orbit. In the accelerators the injected electrons form bunches, which creates pulsed
photon radiation with typical pulse duration of tens of picoseconds. The length of each bunch
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is only a few centimetres and the bunch diameter is smaller than 0.1 mm. The storage ring is
operated in various filling modes, in which the number of bunches can vary from one to about
1000 bunches [258].
In the nonrelativistic ( v << c ) case an electron, which undergoes radial acceleration in a
magnetic field, emits dipole radiation in the rest frame of the electron. In the relativistic
( v ≈ c ) case, as a consequence of the Lorenz transformation to the laboratory system, the
accelerated electron deflected by a magnetic force emits pencil beam radiation in a narrow
cone tangent to the electron trajectory. The opening angle of the cone is of the order of 1 / γ ,
where γ is the ratio of the electron energy to its rest energy, 511 keV. The radiation
distribution of radially accelerated nonrelativistic and relativistic electrons is shown in Fig.
11. In the storage ring the SR is produced either by the bending magnets or at the straight
sections, where a periodic magnetic structure (the so-called insertion device (ID) - like
wiggler or undulator) forces electrons to execute small-amplitude oscillations that lead to
emitted X-rays.

Figure 11. Radiation distributions of radially accelerated electrons traversing at
nonrelativistic and relativistic velocities v (wiggler source). In the relativistic case, the
opening angle of the cone is of the order of 1 / γ , where γ is the ratio of the electron energy
to its rest energy (modified from [258]).
The energy spectrum from the bending magnets and IDs is continuous and very wide,
covering the range from infrared to hard X-rays. Spectral brilliance is the most comprehensive
quantity used to describe and compare SR sources. It is usually measured in units of photons
s-1 mm-2 source area mrad-2 source divergence and (0.1% spectral bandwidth)-1,
I = I ( x, z ,θ ,ψ , E , t ) . The maximum brilliance of the overall energy spectrum is
conventionally indicated by the characteristic or critical photon energy [152],
Ec [keV] = 0.665 Ee2 [GeV] B [T ] ,
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(24)

where E c is in keV, E e is the electron energy in GeV and B is the magnetic field in teslas.
The meaning of E c is that it divides the emitted power in equal halves, below and above the
characteristic photon energy. The characteristic parameter for an ID is a dimensionless
magnetic deflection parameter K , which is the ratio of the maximum angular deflection δ of
the electron beam to the opening angle of the radiation cone 1 / γ . It is given by [152]

K = γδ = 0.934λ0 [cm] B0 [T] ,

(25)

where λ 0 is the length of the magnetic period in centimetres and B0 the peak magnetic field
in teslas. For K ≈ 1 , the ID is called an undulator, in which the radiation emitted by a given
pole interferes coherently with that from other poles. Sharp peaks occur in the energy
spectrum and the angular aperture of the undulator is very small. For K >> 1 , the radiation
cone sweeps over a wide fan and the ID is called a wiggler, where the interference effects are
small and the intensities of emitted radiation from each wiggle add up incoherently.
The wiggler sources have several advantages that make them applicable for medical imaging.
The emitted radiation of a smooth, broad and continuous energy spectrum is so intense that
sufficient flux at the patient can be achieved even when a narrow quasi-monochromatic
bandwidth of the energy is extracted. Beam hardening is eliminated or strongly reduced with
beam monochromatisation and the most effective energy for a given application can be
selected. The source is ideal for tomography, since a large horizontal aperture makes it
possible to use wider (several mrad) fan-shaped beams, while the height is only of the order
of 0.1 mrad. The excellent collimation of the beam allows large distances between the patient
and the detector, so that the scattering from the patient can be eliminated.

European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) and Medical Beamline (ID17)
The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France, is a research
laboratory of about 40 beamlines operated by a consortium of 17 European countries since
1994. The storage ring of the world’s first third-generation SR source is optimised to produce
high-brilliance X-ray beams in the energy range of 10-100 keV for physical, chemical,
biological and medical purposes. The ejected electrons are first accelerated in a 16-m-long
linac to an energy level of 200 MeV. Then they are led to the circular accelerator
(synchrotron) with a circumference of 300 m, which further increases their energy to 6 GeV.
Finally, the electrons are injected into the storage ring with a circumference of 844 m, where
they circulate with a lifetime greater than 70 hours at typical ring currents of 200 mA in the
uniform filling mode. The opening angle 1 / γ of the synchrotron beam from an ESRF
bending magnet is about 85 µrad [152,258,259].
The present experiments were performed at the Medical Beamline (ID17) of the ESRF. The
general layout of the ID17 is described by Elleaume et al. [259]. The beamline components
were chosen to fulfil the special needs of medical research in the fields of radiotherapy,
coronary angiography, CT and other imaging techniques such as DEI. The beamline
comprises 2 research stations: one dedicated to the microbeam radiotherapy programme is
located 40 m from the source, while the other station 150 m from the source is devoted to
imaging programmes. A prefiltered white beam in the microbeam radiotherapy station
provides irradiations at very high dose rates up to 10 000 Gy s-1, while a fan-shaped quasimonochromatic X-ray beam, which is tuneable in the energy range from 15 keV to 80 keV, is
used for imaging studies. The ID at the Medical Beamline is a symmetrical 21-pole
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permanent magnet wiggler. The total length of the wiggler is 1.6 m with magnetic period
lengths of 150 mm. The maximum magnetic field B0 of 1.4 T corresponds to a critical energy
E c of 33.5 keV and a magnetic deflection parameter K of 19.6. The total radiation power
emitted from the wiggler is 14.3 kW at a ring current of 200 mA. The photon source
divergence is 3.3 (hor.) × 0.1 (vert.) mrad2 FWHM at B0 and 33 keV. The spectral flux is
very high, typically of the order of 1014 photons s-1 mrad(hor.)-1 (0.1% bandwidth)-1, which is
of the order of 104 times higher than that of the X-ray tube [248].

Synchrotron radiation (SR) setups
Two different setups were used for SR imaging of in vitro breast tumours. The photograph of
the DEI setup is shown in Fig. 12, and the schematic diagrams of experimental setups used for
absorption radiography and DEI are shown in Fig. 1 (III). For the most part, the procedures
applied here are very similar to those presented above for the two-crystal diffractometer. The
experimental setup for DEI studies includes ionisation chambers (ICs) for dose monitoring, a
perfect crystal monochromator and analyser, imaging slits and translation-rotation stages for
positioning, scanning and rotating the specimen. The experimental setup for absorption
radiography is the same, but without the DEI monochromator and analyser crystals. Data
acquisition is performed using either a position-sensitive Ge detector or a 2D detector array
based on a CCD with peripheral equipment and control units. In both cases, the detector
response is normalised by the so-called ‘white-field’ image, i.e. horizontal intensity profiles
of the beam taken when the specimen is driven out of the beam. A detailed comparison of the
performances of these detectors was published by Bravin et al. [244].
Here most of the images were acquired at 25 and 33 keV, which are somewhat higher than the
effective energy levels used in diagnostic mammography. At these energies the central
spectral brightness of the X-ray beam from the wiggler at a minimum gap of 25 mm is
approximately 1.3 × 1015 photons s-1 mrad-2 (100 mA)-1 (0.1% bandwidth)-1. Under these
operational conditions the typical monochromatic intensity is between 109 and 1010 photons s1
mm-2 [248]. However, in these experiments the wiggler was operated at a 60-mm gap with a
magnetic field of 0.62 T, resulting in a decrease in brightness by a factor of 2-3. The eventual
beam dimensions are dependent on the imaging procedure given and may be defined by slits
in a monochromator and experimental hutch. The premonochromatisation of the beam is
provided by a fixed-exit double-crystal monochromator in Laue geometry, which is located in
a monochromator hutch 141.5 m from the source (Fig. 6) [248]. Typically, the crystals are
bent to enhance the band pass and flux, whereas in these studies bending was partially relaxed
to condition the beam for the secondary monochromator, so that it would yield a wide,
undistorted, horizontal beam profile. The specimen was placed about 155 m from the source
on an optical table at about 2 m upstream from the detector. This long distance along with
small source size, typically down to 25 µm (FWHM) vertically and 200 µm horizontally,
provide the conditions for a highly coherent incident X-ray beam [246].
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Figure 12. Photograph of the DEI setup at ESRF. The incoming fan-shaped X-ray beam from
the premonochromator is first reflected by a DEI monochromator crystal. After traversing the
specimen placed on a translation-rotation stage, the beam is analysed with a DEI analyser
crystal before being recorded at a detector. Fine tuning of the analyser crystal is achieved by
a piezoelectrically driven lever arm system. ICs are used for dose monitoring.
The X-ray imaging beam was approximately 100 mm wide and 0.5 mm high at the specimen
position, and a supplementary pair of narrow slits was normally used to reduce scattering in
the detector. Absorption radiographs were taken using the prime fan-shaped beam from the
premonochromator. For the DEI, an additional X-ray diffraction optic was placed in the
experimental hutch; it consisted of symmetrically cut Si(333) Bragg crystals in the
nondispersive setting. The specimens were placed on a high-resolution translation-rotation
stage between the crystals. An IC (S-2266, OKEN, Japan) was used to monitor the imaging
beam to obtain an estimate for the entry dose on the imaged specimens. The dose could be
controlled by the fast shutter system and different absorbers, but also by changing the
sampling speed. The incoming beam from the premonochromator was first reflected by the
postmonochromator, i.e. the DEI monochromator crystal, which had an intrinsic relative
energy bandwidth ∆E E ≈ 10 −5 determined by the Darwin width of the Si(333) reflection and
the opening angle of the beam. Due to premonochromatisation, the heat load on the DEI
monochromator was negligible. The latter crystal (DEI analyser) was tuned to analyse the Xrays traversing the specimens. The FWHM of the triangular double-reflection curve is about 3
µrad at 25 keV, so that at the slope of the curve a 0.5-µrad change in the angle of incidence
brings about a 33% change in the reflected intensity. The DEI images were acquired at 3
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different angular positions ( L , T and H , see Fig. 8) on the double-crystal RC. The high
resolution and stable tuning were achieved by a piezoelectrically driven lever arm system
with an optional feedback system. The planar images were acquired by scanning the specimen
through the monochromatic beam and reading the detector synchronously. In CT the
specimen was rotated around an axis, which was perpendicular to the fan beam from the
premonochromator in absorption radiography or the DEI monochromator in DEI. Typical
sampling speeds were 4.4-12.5 mm s-1 in planar imaging and 5-12.5° s-1 in CT (720
projections). The orientations of the specimen in planar and CT imaging are shown in the
insert of Fig. 1 (III).

Data acquisition systems
In preliminary DEI studies (III), data acquisition was performed using a liquid nitrogen (-196
°C) -cooled, dual-line, position-sensitive, high-purity Ge detector (EGPS, Eurisys Mesures,
France). Primarily it was designed and utilised in the human coronary angiography
programme [259]. The detector consists of a 160-mm-long monolithic P-type Ge crystal,
which is segmented into 2 rows of 432 parallel strips (pixels) with a pitch of 0.35 mm and a
height of 10 mm. Two rows, 0.5 mm apart, allow simultaneous recording of both beams
bracketing an absorption edge of the contrast agent in subtraction imaging methods such as
angiography and bronchography; however, in the present study only one line of pixels was in
use. This multistrip detector works in the charge-integration mode, and the charge is read out
synchronously with the specimen motions. A characteristic for this type of solid-state detector
is its very good efficiency, wide dynamic range and direct conversion from photons to
electrons. Additionally, the crosstalk between the lines is negligible due to the very small
mean free path of the photoelectrons in Ge. The 2-mm-thick Ge crystal, which is protected by
two 0.5-mm-thick Be windows, provides a high X-ray absorption efficiency of nearly 100%
at 20 keV and 88% at 60 keV [244]. Data acquisition is performed over a 16-bit dynamic
range that allows the measurement of signals over more than 4 decades. The amplification
factor of the detector can be varied from 1 to 128, and its dead time of about 10 µs enables a
wide range of data-acquisition times from 1 to 140 ms. The system has excellent linearity and
low noise level, smaller than 5 pA in the most sensitive scale [257]. In the vertical direction,
spatial resolution is determined by the height of the beam and the sample scanning speed,
whereas in the horizontal direction it is determined by the 0.35-mm spacing of the strips. The
measured DQE at zero frequency is excellent, about 0.9 between X-ray energies from 20 keV
to 50 keV, but the detector designed for angiography suffers from only moderate spatial
resolution. The spatial resolution measured is 2.5, 3.2 and 5.0 lp mm-1 at the 10% MTF level,
which shows the first zero values at 2.9 and 5.7 lp mm-1 [244]. This is low compared with the
spatial resolution obtained in clinical mammography, but better or comparable to that of
diagnostic whole-body CT scanners.
In subsequent DEI studies (IV), image registration was performed with a FRELON (Fast
REadout LOw Noise) CCD camera with indirect conversion through a fibreoptical reducer
developed at ESRF for a broad range of applications with tailoring of some elements,
particularly for mammography [244]. A characteristic for this type of detector is its high
spatial resolution capability, wide dynamic range, high degree of linearity with incident signal
and fast readout. A standard mammographic phosphor screen with an active input surface of
94 × 94 mm2 absorbs the X-rays and generates light scintillation that is detected by a coupled
CCD array of 2048 × 2048 pixels through tapered fibre optics (reduction factor 3.2:1). This
solution provides a usable field of view of about 9 cm × 9 cm with an effective pixel size of
47 × 47 µm2. Careful design of the electronics assures that the readout noise and dark noise
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level can be kept low by Peltier cooling of the CCD chip down to -18 °C [244]. Rapid readout
of the system (20 × 106 pixels s-1 maximum) through 4 outputs provides as many as 4.2
frames s-1 of the frame rate for imaging. Three different modes of acquisition and readout
were implemented: full-frame mode, pipeline mode and hybrid mode. In the first mode the
full-frame images are recorded by scanning the object vertically through a fan beam and
moving the detector synchronously. In the pipeline (or slot-scan) mode, in which the detector
remains stationary and only the object moves, the minimum dead time between the
acquisition of 2 lines is 850 µs. The hybrid mode works as the other two, except that the
entire array serves as an intermediate storage of data. The dead time can be reduced down to
320 µs, but at the expense of limiting the available frame length. The spatial resolution
measured is 8.2 and 8.6 lp mm-1 at the 10% MTF level and 9.7 and 10.5 lp mm-1 at the 5%
MTF level in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively [244]. The achievable
DQE (0) is 0.55 at an X-ray energy of 20 keV. A FRELON CCD provides a good
compromise between the spatial resolution and DQE . It allows the user not only to achieve
high-quality images of the details in the specimens, but also matches most of the necessities in
preclinical research of mammographic imaging, even for X-ray energies from 20 up to 60
keV. The coupling efficiency of a fibre optic system diminishes with increasing energy, but
this can be compensated for by the use of a thicker scintillator screen.
Devices at Helsinki University Central Hospital (HUCH)

Mammography
Radiographs of breast tissue specimens were acquired with a diagnostic mammography
system in combination with a standard mammographic screen-film system. An X-ray unit
(Mammomat 3000, Siemens-Elema Ab, Sweden) consisted of a Mo-W rotating anode tube
with a Be window and three alternative filters: 30 µm Mo, 25 µm Rh or 50 µm Rh. Based on
information provided by the manufacturer, the best combination for 0-29-mm-thick
compressed breasts is to use the anode-filter combination of Mo-Mo, which was therefore
chosen along with a magnification table of 1.8 × magnification [260]. A small focal spot with
a nominal diameter of 0.10 / 0.15 mm (star pattern / International Electrotechnical
Commission) and an appropriate internal diaphragm of 18 × 24 cm2 in the collimator unit
were used. The source-to-image distance was 65.0 cm and the distance from the source to the
surface of the magnification table was set at 38.7 cm. The exposure voltage can be selected in
1-kV steps between 23 kV and 35 kV. To provide the best possible radiographic contrast in
10-26-mm-thick breast samples, the lowest available nominal tube voltage of 23 kV was
utilised in the other set of tests. There is, however, a dose penalty for using such low-energy
photons to image thin specimens. Therefore, based on information provided by the
manufacturer, another tube voltage of 26 kV was also used, which corresponds to a
compromise between contrast and dose when the Mo-Mo combination and thin specimens
were used here. Exposures between 2.5 and 15.0 mAs were selected. The screen-film
mammography was performed using high-dynamic range medical X-ray films (Mamoray
HDR-C, AGFA-Gevaert N.V., Belgium) in conjunction with film cassettes (AGFA Mamoray
EU, AGFA-Gevaert N.V., Germany) consisting of intensifying screens (AGFA Mamoray
Detail R, AGFA-Gevaert N.V., Germany). The films were processed with a dedicated filmprocessing unit (AGFA Scopix LR 5200P Type 8394/200 Laser Imager, AGFA-Gevaert
N.V., Germany). Digitalisation of the films was performed with a high-resolution scanner
(AGFA Duoscan HiD, AGFA-Gevaert N.V., Taiwan), which has a resolution of 2000 pixels
per inch (12.7 µm per pixel).
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Computed tomography (CT)
Transaxial tomographic slices of breast tissue specimens were recorded with a whole-body
CT scanner (Asteion TSX-021A, Toshiba Corp., Japan) provided with a high-cooling rate Xray tube (CXB-400B, Toshiba Corp., Japan) with an output capacity of 48 kW that permits a
scanning speed of 0.75 s per rotation. It is possible to select tube voltages of 80 kV, 100 kV,
120 kV or 135 kV and tube currents in 10-mA steps between 10 mA and 400 mA. The
dimensions (pinhole method) of 2 focuses are 0.9 × 0.9 mm2 (small) and 1.7 × 1.1 mm2
(large). Here, the W anode tube was operated at 80 kV with the small focus. The spectral
distribution of the X-ray tube was measured by recording the 90-degree scattering from a
PMMA sample with a high-resolution Ge detector (IGP-105, Princeton Gamma-Tech, W.
Germany) (Fig. 13).

Figure 13. Measured (dotted) and calculated photon energy spectra of the diagnostic CT
scanner operating at a nominal tube voltage of 135 kVp. The result of an approximate
theoretical calculation (broken line) is of the form ( E max E − 1) exp( µ W t ) , where E max is the
cut-off energy, E the photon energy, µ W the linear attenuation coefficient of the W target
and t the effective absorption length for the emitted X-rays in the tube anode. The solid line
represents the spectral distribution after filtering by 4.1 mm of Al. The difference between
theory and experiment arises from observing Compton scattering from the sample instead of
measuring the incident distribution directly.
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The estimated average X-ray energy of the filtered radiation is about 50 keV, which is clearly
too high for imaging soft tissue, so that the optimal contrast resolution cannot be achieved.
Energies below 25 keV are cut off by a filter whose material was not reported by the
manufacturer, but may be estimated to be equivalent to 4.1 mm of Al. A selectable-slicethickness multirow detector with minimum slice thickness of 0.5 mm allows acquisition of 4
slices simultaneously in a single rotation. The main detector is a 2D multislice detector array
with 896 channels and 4 rows. In total more than 30 000 detection elements are arranged in 2
dimensions. Spatial resolution is determined by the imaging detector pixel size and focus
dimensions of the X-ray tube. The values used here were 0.5 mm and 0.9 × 0.9 mm2, resulting
in a spatial resolution of about 0.7 mm. For image reconstruction filtered backprojection with
a function for obtaining sharp images of the head (FC20) with beam-hardening correction was
used [261].

3.2 Dose evaluation
Absorbed dose
For monoenergetic photons the absorbed dose D is defined as the quotient of d E by dm ,
where d E is the mean energy imparted by ionising radiation to matter of mass dm
[147,262],

D=

æµ ö
æµ ö
dE
= φ E çç en ÷÷ = ψ çç en ÷÷ .
dm
è ρ øE,Z
è ρ øE,Z

(26)

Here φ is the photon fluence, which describes the radiation field as the quotient of the
number of photons ∆N incident on a sphere and its great-circle area ∆a and E is the energy
of the photons. The quantity ( µ en / ρ ) E , Z is the mass energy-absorption coefficient, which is
characteristic of both the photon energy and the material itself. The last quantity ψ = φE is
the energy fluence of monoenergetic photons.
The primary method for determining the absorbed dose is to use an air-filled IC, since the
number of ionisations produced in a given volume is a physically defined quantity and can be
determined accurately. The mean energy expended in dry air per ion pair formed is
(W e) air = 33.97 J C -1 [263,264]. Consequently, if the volume of chamber V is accurately
known, the absorbed dose deposited at some point in air can be written [263,264]
æµ ö
æW ö Q
Dair = ( K c ) air = ψ çç en ÷÷
= çç ÷÷
,
è ρ ø E , air è e ø air m

(27)

where ( K c ) air is the collision kerma in air and Q is the absolute value of the total charge of
the ions of a single sign produced in air when all the electrons liberated by photons in air of
mass m = Vρ air are completely stopped in air. The quantity ρ air is the density of air and
Q m = X is called exposure, for which the obsolete unit is röntgen (R) which is still
commonly encountered. Its relationship to the unit of absorbed dose (Gy = C kg-1) can be
derived through the relation 1 R = 2.580 × 10 −4 C kg -1 . The first equality in Eq. (27) is valid
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only if the so-called charged particle equilibrium exists at the point in question [262]. At the
low photon energies used in mammography, conditions of charged particle equilibrium are
readily fulfilled in both the dosimeter and the medium in which the absorbed dose is
determined [265]. Furthermore, for the absorbed dose in any medium we can write [262,266]
Dmed = Dair

( µ en / ρ ) med
( µ / ρ ) med
Aeq = 8.76 ×10 −3 en
XAeq ≈ f medX ,
( µ en / ρ ) air
( µ en / ρ ) air

(28)

where ( µ en / ρ ) med and ( µ en / ρ ) air are the average mass energy-absorption coefficients of the
medium and air, Aeq the so-called equilibrium-thickness attenuation correction and f med the
conversion factor between Dmed and X . In water for X-rays generated at 300 kV or lower
Aeq ≅ 1.000 , so the approximation holds for the energies used here [262]. If the dose is not
measured free in air, but at the entrance surface of the breast, some of the incident X-ray
energy is scattered back to the entrance location, increasing the measured signal. This must be
taken into account using the appropriate backscatter factor B of X-rays, and the Eq. (28)
becomes as Dmed = f med XB [265,267]. Values of B for low-atomic number materials have
been published in numerous sources but can be determined experimentally as well
[265,268,269]. The values for B obtained in the present thesis were in good agreement with
those published in the literature.
Mean glandular dose (MGD)

The absorbed dose at the entrance surface of the breast can be measured directly, but due to
its great dependence on beam quality and breast thickness it is not useful for the evaluation of
risk of radiation-induced carcinogenesis to the patient. The glandular tissue, including the
acinar and ductal epithelia and associated stroma, is the most vulnerable tissue of the
mammary gland as compared with the skin, areolar and adipose tissue [266]. The dose
quantity that is considered to represent the carcinogenic risk from an X-ray mammography
examination is the MGD. Although the sizes and compositions of mammary glands vary
widely, a standard dosimetric procedure is to evaluate the MGD for a 45-mm-thick
compressed breast of average composition [162,175,177,265]. It includes the central region of
mixed tissue and superficial regions of adipose tissue, usually 5 mm thick, on the upper and
lower surfaces of the breast. The central region is composed of a uniform mixture of 50%
adipose and 50% glandular tissue (tissue substitute BR12, [270,271]) representing the typical
breast, as was suggested by Hammerstein et al. in 1979 [266]. This composition has since
become a generally accepted standard in breast phantoms and computer models
[162,265,267].
Due to absorption the attenuation of photons through the breast follows approximately an
exponential decay with a linear attenuation length (absorption thickness) µ −1 , where µ is the
attenuation coefficient. Considering the standard breast composition described above and
having incident (parallel to the z direction) photon fluence φ 0 = φ ( z = 0) per unit surface of
the breast, the linearly attenuated photon fluence in the detector is

φ (t ) = φ0 exp(− µ a 2a) exp(− µ m (t − 2a)) ,
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(29)

where µ a and µ m are the attenuation coefficients of adipose and mixed tissue, a the
thickness of the adipose tissue layer on one side and t the thickness of the total breast
(usually 45 mm in the standard breast model). By combining this result with Eq. (27) and
using the relationship in Eq. (28), for the glandular dose D g ( z ) at the depth z we may write
( µ en / ρ ) g

Dg ( z ) = Dair ( z )

( µ en / ρ ) air

æµ ö
= φ0 E çç en ÷÷ exp(− µ a a ) exp(− µ m ( z − a )) , (30)
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where ( µ en / ρ ) g is the average mass energy-absorption coefficient of glandular tissue. Now,
the MGD can be calculated by integrating D g (z ) over the central region and dividing the
result by the thickness of the central region t − 2a [266,267],
1
MGD =
t − 2a

t −a

ò D ( z ) dz .

(31)

g

a

The MGD is not a physically measurable quantity but can be obtained as a product of
tabulated values and dosimetry results by [162,267]
MGD = D gN X ,

(32)

where the first term is the so-called normalised mean glandular dose, DgN , i.e. the MGD
normalised to unit exposure in air at the entrance surface of the breast. The second term is the
exposure, X , which is needed to produce a desired image quality. The value of DgN is
dependent on the X-ray beam half-value layer and spectra, the X-ray tube potential and target
material, as well as on the breast composition and compression thickness [68,272]. For a
given beam spectrum, DgN has an approximately inverse-square dependence on the breast
thickness [273]. Either experimental or computational methods can be used to evaluate the
values of DgN . Tables of DgN were provided by a number of sources [187,267,274], which
are essentially similar to those published by Boone and used in the present thesis [275].
In addition to ICs, thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) are also used in the dosimetry of
mammography. Their use, however, necessitates that certain further corrections be taken into
account. The energy-dependence correction of the TLDs can be particularly large in the
mammography energy range, which must be checked against IC measurements. A fading
correction must be considered as well, unless the TLDs are read out immediately after
exposure. To avoid variation in dosimeter response, every TLD pellet must be calibrated
individually with an equal absorbed dose. Due to the increasing relative importance of the
background signal at low absorbed dose levels, it must be subtracted from the radiationinduced signal. To increase measurement precision at least three TLD pellets must be used in
each irradiation as recommended by the European Protocol on Dosimetry in Mammography
[276]. The thermoluminescent dosimetry used here was carried out using manganese (Mn)and Si-activated lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7:Mn,Si) pellets in combination with an automatic
TLD reader (Dosacus RE-1, Rados Technology, Finland). A correction for energydependence of the TLDs was determined using a small-volume soft-X-ray IC (B23342, PTW
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Freiburg, Germany) connected to an electrometer (Farmer Dosemeter 2570/1B, NE
Technology, UK).
Determination of the MGD is important for the optimization of mammography practice and
for estimation of the risks associated with its use. Dose evaluation also occupies a key
position in the assessment of developments in imaging techniques as well as in comparing
their performances. With modern facilities, the mean surface dose in a single-view
examination for an average-sized breast is less than 10 mGy, and the MGD is of the order of
1-3 mGy [176,277,278].
Absorbed dose in tomography

Dose evaluation for tomographic imaging geometry is introduced briefly to demonstrate at
least the correct order of magnitude for a dose estimate. The treatment is very much
simplified; e.g. energy scattering and the effects caused by the finite detector resolution are
ignored and a narrow beam approximation is employed inside the object.
The object for which the following results are derived is a well-defined homogeneous
cylinder of diameter d with a mean linear attenuation coefficient µ . In tomographic
geometry the probing beam is assumed to be of uniform intensity and perpendicular to the
cylinder axis. For monoenergetic photons the absorbed dose D can be calculated from Eq.
(26). The incident photon fluence φ 0 corresponding to the image quality parameters is
obtained from Eqs (13) and (14) [172],
2[exp(µd ) + 1] SNR 2∆S
,
φ0 =
2
DQE
µ w 3 hC µ2

(33)

where w is the pixel width and depth, h the beam height, SNR ∆S the SNR of a difference
signal ∆S of 2 pixels caused by a small change in attenuation coefficient ∆µ in the object
and C µ is the subject contrast, which is given by C µ = ∆µ µ . Inspection of Eqs (26) and
(33) reveals that if the contrast to be imaged only changes in the direction perpendicular to the
beam, the absorbed dose required to visualise an object is inversely proportional to the third
power of the size of the object D ~ w −3 . However, if this condition is not satisfied, then
h = w and D ~ w −4 .
The absorbed dose distribution displays rotational symmetry for a full 360° tomography scan
under continuous rotation. The dose calculation for a cylinder requires integration of the
contribution of all beams passing through a mass element dm . The absorbed dose inside the
cylinder at a distance of r ≤ R from the cylinder centre ( R = 12 d ) can be described using
polar coordinates [172],
æµ ö
1
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ò exp [µ (r cosθ − u )]dθ ,

(34)

0

where θ is the projection angle and u = R 2 − r 2 sin 2 θ . At the surface of the cylinder, when
r = R , Eq. (34) reduces to [172]
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The photon fluence calculated from Eq. (33) can be used if the influence of different filter
functions is considered.

3.3 Well-characterised specimens
Weakly absorbing, well-characterised test objects were used in quantitative studies of
refraction contrast with the two-crystal diffractometer at HU. These object specimens
included cylindrical rods, wires and capillaries made of PMMA ((C5H8O2)n), nylon
((C12H22O3N2)n) and glass (borosilicate), respectively. Some useful computational parameters
are presented in Table 3 for different mediums used as specimens in this thesis.
Table 3. Computational parameters for different mediums at X-ray energy of 25 keV.
Theoretical values for calculation are taken from [147,148].

ρ
(g cm-3)
Air
1.21×10-3
PMMA
1.19
Nylon
1.13
Glass
2.23
Soft tissue
1.06
Breast tissue
1.02
Adipose tissue
0.95
Calcification (weddellite)
1.94
Calcification
3.16
(hydroxyapatite)

Medium

δ
(10-7)
0.004
4.3
4.1
7.4
3.9
3.7
3.5
6.6
10.4

Z/A
0.50
0.54
0.54
0.50
0.55
0.55
0.56
0.51
0.50

µ/ρ
tp = λ/δ ta = 1/µ
(cm2 g-1) (mm)
(mm)
0.57
124
14666
0.44
0.12
19
0.42
0.12
21
1.55
0.07
29
0.60
0.13
16
0.51
0.13
19
0.44
0.14
24
2.52
0.08
2.0
4.33
0.05
0.7

ta / tp
118
165
175
43
123
144
170
27
15

3.4 Mammary gland and specimens
To understand the correspondence of mammographic findings to the histopathologic results, it
will be helpful in the beginning to consider certain aspects of breast anatomy and pathology.
Thereafter, a description of the breast tissue specimens examined as well as short discussions
on the analysis of images and histopathology of this study will be given. The following
discussion is concerned only with essential features that may be needed in this thesis. For a
comprehensive account of breast anatomy and pathology, references are made to Robbins and
Kumar and to Harris et al. [239,279].
Breast anatomy

The breast, or mammary gland, consists of three basic structures: the outer layer of the skin,
subcutaneous tissue and glandular tissue, which comprises the parenchyma and stroma. The
parenchyma is divided into 15-20 irregular lobes. The lobes, separated by fibrous bands of
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connective tissue, are further subdivided into 20-40 milk-forming lobules and lactiferous
ducts. Some of the fibrous bands, the suspensory or so-called Cooper’s ligaments, support the
breast and are connected with the dermis. They are important clinically because the intimate
connection they provide can become apparent as skin retraction in tumours. The segmental
lactiferous ducts are about 2 mm in diameter, with subareolar lactiferous sinuses 5-8 mm in
diameter. They converge beneath the nipple and empty as 5-10 major collecting lactiferous
ducts on its surface. Each lobule consists of 10-100 alveoli. The amount of glandular tissue
varies with breast size and age, is maximal at the completion of puberty and gradually reduces
with age, although there is wide variability. The upper lateral quadrant is thicker than other
quadrants of the breast, and about half of all breast cancers occur there in proportion to the
relative amounts of glandular tissue in these regions. This irregular distribution should be
considered when the breast is examined, particularly because the glandular tissue is the most
sensitive to carcinogenesis. The stroma and subcutaneous tissue of the breast contain variable
amounts of adipose and connective tissue, blood vessels, nerves and lymphatics. The skin
comprises hair follicles, sebaceous glands and eccrine sweat glands. The average breast is 1012 cm in diameter, and its compressed thickness in mammography is between 2 and 11 cm
[167].
Each lobule is composed of several ductules that drain into the common terminal duct. The
terminal duct, which is the smallest branch of the lactiferous duct, can be further subdivided
into intralobular and extralobular terminal ducts (see Fig. 14). The latter, along with the
lobule, comprise the so-called terminal ductal lobular unit. It is the site of milk production,
but is also thought to be the site of development of most benign and malignant breast
disorders. The majority of ductal carcinomas develop in the terminal duct branches, and the
calcifications associated with the carcinomas appear to have a linear, branching structure
conforming to the duct cavity. Lobular processes are often benign, including many forms of
fibrocystic changes, and the associated calcifications are regularly marginated and rounded or
oval, corresponding to the anatomic structure of the ductules.
Breast pathology

Most patients with breast problems do not have breast cancer, and their symptoms are of a
harmless nature. In the study of a large series of women with breast complaints, about 30% of
the women were diagnosed as having no breast disease at all, slightly over 10% had biopsyproven malignancy and the rest were suffering from various fibrocystic changes or benign
lesions [280]. A heterogeneous group of benign and malignant disorders of the female breast
can be considered to include fibrocystic changes, inflammations and tumours. Fibrocystic
changes may be further divided into categories such as fibrosis, cystic changes, sclerosing
adenosis and epithelial hyperplasia, but there is considerable overlap among them, and in a
single patient or even within a single lesion, all patterns may be present. The only unifying
feature of fibrocystic changes is that they produce palpable lumps. Inflammations of the
breast such as mastitis, abscesses and traumatic fat necrosis are rare lesions usually causing
pain and tenderness in their acute stages. The importance of fibrocystic changes,
inflammations and benign tumours lies in that they may mimic malignant lesions in clinical,
radiological and pathological examinations. Moreover, a portion of them should be regarded
as having the potential for subsequent development of malignancies. A variety of findings,
some of which are characteristically benign or malignant and many of which are of
indeterminate cause, require biopsy for histologic diagnosis. Tumours constitute the clinically
most important lesions of the breast. Breast tumours may arise from any one of its component
tissues, but most frequently they arise from the glandular epithelium lining the lactiferous
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ducts and ductules and hence are adenocarcinomas. On rare occasions, tumours of
mesenchymal origin, such as sarcomas and lymphoma, may also occur. Since there is wide
variability in attempts at classifying some of these tumours, only the most common tumours
of the breast are described in the following sections.

Figure 14. Schematic overview of the mammary gland microanatomy. The basic
histopathologic unit of the breast is the so-called terminal ductal lobular unit (modified from
[170]).

Fibroadenoma and papilloma
The most common benign tumour of the breast, fibroadenoma, consists of fibrous and
glandular tissue and appears especially in younger women between the ages of 20 and 50
years. They occur as encapsulated, well-circumscribed, rubbery and usually freely mobile and
palpable lumps. Typically they are solitary lesions 1-2 cm in diameter, but may attain
dimensions of 10-15 cm in diameter. Papillary formations occur as a single isolated neoplasm
or as a diffuse process. Benign, isolated, neoplastic papillomas usually appear in women 3555 years of age. They are typically nonpalpable, less than 1 cm in diameter and grow slowly
within the ducts or cysts, frequently close to the nipple. Most papillary lesions are benign, but
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some intermediate forms and malignancies, such as papillary carcinoma, may also be
identified. Their histologic differentiation is often difficult, particularly in the intermediate
area.
Carcinomas
Almost 90% of breast carcinomas arise from the ductal epithelium and only 10-13% within
the lobular epithelium. According to the stage of penetration into the surrounding basement
membranes they can be further divided into noninfiltrating or infiltrating carcinomas. The
duct-based noninfiltrating breast carcinomas include DCIS and intraductal papillary
carcinoma, and the infiltrating forms include IDC, medullary carcinoma, mucinous
carcinoma, Paget’s disease and tubular carcinoma. The lobule-based noninfiltrating form of
breast carcinoma is lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS), and the infiltrating form is ILC.
DCIS (intraductal carcinoma) represents about 5% of breast carcinomas. There appear to be a
number of distinct and histologically recognisable types of DCIS of varying malignant
potential. The lesions differ in their growth patterns and cytologic features. According to their
architecture they are usually subdivided into the comedo, cribriform, clinging, papillary and
solid types of DCIS. However, the diagnosis is not always straightforward as it is in
distinguishing DCIS from atypical ductal hyperplasia. The current widespread availability of
screening mammography has remarkable increased the detection rate of DCIS. It has various
clinical presentations, such as nodularity, Paget’s disease or nipple discharge. Abnormal
mammographic signs are the most common presentations of DCIS and usually, as a result of
necrosis, they appear as subsequent clustered calcifications. However, DCIS may also be
present as a clinically palpable mass up to 5 cm in diameter. It is extensive, but rarely
multicentric, with substantially reduced risk of contralateral disease in comparison to its
infiltrating form. At the time of diagnosis, the mean age of women with DCIS is slightly more
than 50 years. The most significant issue in the management of DCIS is the risk of its
transition into infiltrating carcinoma, but according to current knowledge the risk of dying of
DCIS after mastectomy is 1-2% in 10 years.
Papillary carcinoma is a rare variant of DCIS, constituting 1-2% of breast carcinomas. A
considerable area of overlap is associated with its diagnosis, and many lesions such as
intraductal, solid and intracystic carcinoma have been classified as papillary carcinoma. The
composition of soft to firm and fleshy tissue is often palpable, and mammography is usually
able to reveal a round and well-circumscribed tumour that may have a lobulated contour. Its
average size is about 3 cm, but lesions that occupy the entire breast have also been identified.
At the time of diagnosis, the mean age of women with papillary carcinoma is almost 70 years.
IDC is the largest group of breast carcinomas, accounting for about 75% of these neoplasms.
This group includes specific forms of ductal carcinoma, such as medullary, mucinous and
tubular carcinoma. Usually, IDC is a deceptively limited mass less than 4 cm in diameter. It
invariably forms a solid tumour with a firm to hard and consistent fibrotic stroma, so that the
designation often used is scirrous carcinoma. Cystic changes are uncommon but may be a
manifestation of necrosis. According to their configuration in mammography or gross
pathology, most IDCs can be subdivided into groups of stellate and circumscribed tumours.
The stellate tumours are spiculated, infiltrative, radial and serrated whereas the circumscribed
tumours are rounded, pushing, encapsulate and smooth. Invasion by the lesion may cause
dimpling of the skin, retraction of the nipple or fixation to the chest wall. IDC occurs
throughout the age range when breast carcinoma is prevalent, but usually in women in their
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middle to late 50s. The prognosis of IDC is difficult to determine due to its heterogeneous and
combined features, but the most critical determinants are tumour size and occurrence rate of
axillary nodal metastases. Additionally, circumscribed tumours have more favourable
prognoses than those with stellate configuration, while the presence of focal necrosis leads to
poor prognosis.
Medullary carcinoma represents about 5% of breast carcinomas. The tumours tend to be well
circumscribed, fleshy and softer than the average breast carcinoma. Mammographic signs
include rounded masses with uniform density and lobulated margins. As in some benign
lesions, it may display a partial or complete diffraction halo sign. The average size of the
tumour is 2-3 cm, but they may become very large, up to 10 cm in diameter. Lesions larger
than 5 cm have a great tendency to progress to cystic degeneration. Medullary carcinoma
constitutes a remarkable portion of the carcinomas diagnosed in women younger than 35
years of age, but the mean age at diagnosis is about 50 years. Medullary carcinoma in its pure
form has a good prognosis with survival rate of about 85% in 10 years.
Mucinous (mucoid or colloid) carcinomas constitute 1-2% of breast carcinomas. Their usual
presentations are well-circumscribed, lobulated masses, and mammography has enabled the
detection of clinically occult carcinomas. Depending on the proportion of mucin produced,
these lesions may be from hard and firm to soft and bulky masses with the consistency of
gelatin. The range in size is wide, from less than 1 cm to 20 cm or more. Larger lesions may
develop regions of cystic degeneration. Mucinous carcinoma occurs throughout the age range
when breast carcinoma is prevalent, but usually in women over 60 years of age. The
prognosis of these variants is more favourable than that of the other ductal carcinomas, being
almost 100% in 10 years for their pure form.
Paget’s disease is an unusual form of ductal carcinoma that affects older age-groups of
women than the other forms. It comprises about 2% of all breast cancers and is described by
the red, raw appearance of the nipple, which may become inverted. The disease involves the
main ducts and infiltrates to the skin of the nipple and areola. As a consequence, ulcerating,
trickling and itching skin often precedes the formation of any palpable lump. It may heal
spontaneously and when associated with DCIS it has an excellent prognosis, almost 100%.
However, in almost one-third of cases it is associated with infiltrating carcinoma when the
prognosis is unfavourable.
Tubular carcinoma is a highly differentiated IDC and constitutes about 2% of all breast
carcinomas. The term ‘tubular’ refers to the microscopic feature of the lesion, which is
composed of neoplastic elements resembling normal breast ductules. At the time of diagnosis
it usually presents at the nonpalpable stage, the usual mammographic finding being a
spiculated mass with or without microcalcifications. The tumours tend to be firm to hard with
stellate or ill-defined margins and are typically less than 4 cm in diameter. It usually grows as
a single tumour, but may also form multiple foci, and hence it has a rather high probability of
metastasising. Tubular carcinoma is relatively common among younger women, although the
median age at diagnosis is almost 50 years. In pure form it carries an excellent prognosis,
being almost 100% in 10 years, while in mixed form or with associated metastasis prognosis
is poorer.
Lobular carcinoma arises from the acini or terminal ductules of the lobule. LCIS comprises
about 5% of all breast carcinomas. It is a nonpalpable lesion arising from the terminal ducts
and lobules of the breast. Since it cannot be identified clinically or by gross pathologic
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examination, it has no specific mammographic signs. For these reasons, the only diagnosis is
an occasional histological finding on a surgical biopsy. However, even then the diagnosis is
problematic since it may be difficult to distinguish LCIS from atypical lobular hyperplasia.
LCIS has a great tendency to multicentricity (60-80%) and a high incidence of bilaterality
(20-35%). Above all, its significance lies in the increased risk of its transition into infiltrating
bilateral carcinoma, either ILC or IDC. More than 50% of women with LCIS are less than 50
years of age at the time of diagnosis, and the mean age is also less than 50 years. For most
women with LCIS careful clinical follow-up is an appropriate procedure, because the risk of
breast cancer development is about 1% per year. An alternative for women unwilling to
undergo follow-up is bilateral prophylactic mastectomy, because the risk of dying of LCIS is
1-2% in 10 years.
ILC constitutes 5-10% of breast carcinomas, but very probably a considerable overlap
between the histologic features of ductal and lobular patterns leads to underestimation of its
prevalence. Additionally, its differentiation from sclerosing adenosis is difficult, since both
may have the same manifestation of firm and distinct sandlike nodules buried in the breast
tissue. The characteristics of ILC include a desmoplastic stromal reaction, linear arrangement
of the tumour cells and a targetoid growth pattern, i.e. a tendency to surround the ducts and
lobules. ILC is poorly circumscribed and the only evidence may be a subtle thickening or
sclerosis. Larger extensions may cause skin retraction or fixation. The consistency of tumour
is usually rubbery and firmer than the surrounding parenchyma. However, since calcifications
are not present, except in some associated benign lesions, and since tumours with ill-defined
margins tend to be multifocal, this carcinoma is not visibly abnormal. A typical characteristic
of ILC is the so-called ‘Indian file pattern’ of infiltration in which the proceeding linear
arrangement of cancer cells that is often only one cell in width tends to infiltrate along thin
collagen strands. The overall size may be wide, ranging from microscopic lesions to tumours
that diffusely infiltrate the entire breast. ILC occurs throughout the age range in which breast
carcinoma is prevalent, and the mean age at diagnosis is about 50 years. As in general,
depending on tumour size and lymph node status as the most important prognostic factors, the
prognosis varies with survival rate of 75-95% in 10 years.
Signs of breast abnormalities in X-ray absorption mammography

The main purpose of mammographic examination is to recognise or exclude malignancies,
typically tumours of epithelial origin. Abnormalities that can be detected by X-ray
mammography include findings that may have clear benign or malignant characteristics.
Many are rather obscure, and before the decision on treatment, histological biopsy for a
definitive diagnosis is mandatory. Benign and malignant tumours usually appear as one or a
combination of masses of different densities, calcifications and other less common signs
[247].
Mass lesions
Evaluation of a mass lesion should include assessment of the size, margins, shape, density and
location of the lesion [247]. Focusing attention on the presence and orientation of a diffraction
halo from fatty tissue in the mammogram and other associated findings is also important.
Under optimal mammographic conditions, mass lesions larger than 2 mm in diameter are
considered to be detectable [68]. The most significant features that indicate whether a mass
lesion may be benign or malignant are the characteristics of its margins and its shape. Masses
with well-defined margins are usually benign lesions with a fatty halo sign around the
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periphery of the lesion. Round- or oval-shaped masses are usually benign, but medullary,
papillary or colloid carcinomas may also have at least partially circumscribed margins. In
contrast, mass lesions with irregular shapes and spiculated and ill-defined margins represent
almost without exception a malignant disease. The density of benign masses is often
radiolucent, whereas masses of medium or high density indicate the presence of breast cancer.
An IDC appears typically as a malignant medium- to high-density spiculated mass with or
without associated calcifications. Benign spiculated and ill-defined masses may consist of
posttraumatic and fibrocystic changes, abscesses and radial scars. Sometimes ill-defined
lesions infiltrate the surrounding parenchyma in a diffuse manner without producing a central
tumour mass. An ILC is distinguished as an ill-defined low opacity or as a minor architectural
distortion, and thus the mammographic findings are very subtle. The low rate of suspicious
calcifications found and tendency towards an ‘Indian file pattern’ of infiltration makes ILC
more frequently overlooked in mammograms than the other types of infiltrating cancers.
Under these circumstances, despite its infrequent occurrence to date, ILC must be considered
as mammographically very challenging [247].
Calcifications
Calcifications have a significant role in the diagnosis of breast cancer, since they may be the
only detectable manifestation of early breast cancer. Their characteristics strongly correlate
with various breast abnormalities, and diagnosis is largely based on the characterisation of
either individual calcifications or clusters of them [281]. In breast cancer, the incidence of
calcifications is from 48% to 63%, while in benign breast disease it is about 20% [63,64].
Two main types of breast calcifications were described in the literature [282]. Type 1 is a
weddellite crystal, a particular form of calcium oxalate (CaC2O4⋅2H2O) that is associated with
benign or borderline lesions and is localised to cyst lumens or dilated ducts [283]. Type 2 is
poorly crystallised calcium phosphate, the most representative form of which is
hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2), which occurs in benign or malignant lesions [283].
Mammographic analysis of calcifications is based on evaluation of their size, number,
morphology, location and distribution [247]. In four out of five cases the diameter of the
calcification is less than 0.5 mm, most frequently less than 0.2 mm, whereas only about 10%
are larger than 1 mm in diameter [189]. Under optimal conditions in screen-film
mammography, the minimum detectable diameter for a calcification is between 0.1 and 0.2
mm [190,191,284]. The statistical probability of malignancy increases significantly with the
abundance of calcifications [285]. Normally malignant calcifications form compact clusters,
containing more than 20 calcifications per square centimetre, but it is not unusual for the
calcifications to be spread over the entire breast. The typical mammographic appearance of
LCIS or lobular neoplasia is rather nonspecific, while the malignant ductal calcifications are
usually formed in the terminal duct branches and have a distinctive branching configuration
along the ducts. According to their intraductal locations, they are best characterised by their
irregular margins, variable sizes, pleomorphic versus only punctate shape, and their Y-, Vand linear-shaped arrangements, corresponding to the branching of the lactiferous ducts [247].
Combinations of calcification types occurring together, with or without an associated mass,
are highly suspicious for carcinoma. Many of the calcifications are so clearly benign in their
appearance that additional workup is unnecessary. Benign lobular calcifications occur in the
terminal ductules within the lobule. The typical individual benign calcification in
mammograms has a rounded, regularly and smoothly marginated appearance conforming to
the internal contour of the ductule. The typical clustering of benign lobular calcifications is
round or ovoid as well, and ductal calcifications of benign origin are not as highly irregular or
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branching as those of malignant origin. Mammographically identified calcifications that
represent benign lesions also include coarse, eggshell, cutaneous, rodlike, milk-of-calcium
types, and above all, popcornlike calcifications, which are characteristic of fibroadenoma.
Vascular calcifications wall up the vessels in the late stage so densely that they resemble
tramlines and, due to their location, are easily identified [247]. Diffuse or scattered
distribution throughout the breast almost always refers to calcifications of benign origin.
Other signs
Other less common mammographic signs of breast tumours include distorted edges, dilated
ducts, asymmetric lactiferous ducts or veins, architectural distortion, thickening or retraction
of the skin or nipple and enlarged axillary lymph nodes. Skin changes are often late findings
in breast cancer and are usually more evident in clinical breast examination [247].
Breast tissue specimens

Eighteen excisional human breast tissue specimens were prepared for the radiographic and
pathologic surveys carried out in the present study. They were supplied by the Department of
Pathology conforming to the study protocol approved by the Surgical Ethical Committee of
HUCH. Samples from routine surgical operations such as total mastectomy, local segmental
resection or reduction operation were dissected promptly by a pathologist, who determined
the appearance and dimensions of the tumours. After definitive clinical diagnostic
examination, the residual parts of the mammary glands were fixed in 10% formalin solution
and prepared as specimens. Consecutive specimens of benign and malignant tumours of
various histopathologic subtypes were included in the study, with particular interest in lobular
carcinoma and calcifications due to their considerable role in current radiographic breast
diagnostics. Insufficient size of the residual tissue was the only criterion for excluding any
specimens. Samples with a mean thickness of 17 ± 1 mm (S.D. 5 mm) were sealed
hermetically in containers between the windows of a 50-µm-thick polyimide polymer film
(Kapton, DuPont de Nemours, France). The cylindrical containers were made of turned
PMMA bars and polyethylene bottles with 3 different diameters and 1-mm-thick walls. With
the largest specimens, the diameter of samples visible in the imaging field was 50 mm in CT,
whereas in planar images it was limited to 40 mm by the caps of the containers. To avoid
artefacts caused by the refraction contrast from remaining air cavities, the specimens were
squeezed tightly in the containers filled with the formalin solution. The walls and windows of
the containers were carefully cleaned to avoid stains, which could have caused interfering
effects in the images. The characteristics of 5 benign and 13 malignant breast tumour
specimens are given in Table 4.
During imaging the specimens were fixed in 10% formalin to stop cell metabolism and
preserve tissue structure. After imaging the specimens were processed to acquire histological
information for the upcoming light microscope studies. The specimens were split in two
halves along the central plane, and afterwards the CT images and subsequent histology could
be compared with the aid of reference marks. To allow the specimens to be examined, they
must first be impregnated with an embedding medium that enables them to be thinly sliced.
This was accomplished by washing off the fixative and, to remove water, by dehydrating the
specimens in a series of alcohol solutions of ascending concentration. Before impregnation
with melted paraffin, alcohol was removed with xylene, which is an organic solvent miscible
in both alcohol and paraffin. The hardened paraffin block was mounted in a microtome for
sectioning. The maximum area of the paraffin-embedded specimen blocks was 45 mm × 60
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mm, which enabled the preparation of stained histological sections of the entire specimen.
Thin, 3-5-µm-thick lateral sections from different planes of the tissue specimens were
mounted on the glass slides with adhesive albumin. Before the colourless paraffin sections
could be stained, they were dewaxed again using xylene, and then rehydrated through a series
of alcohol solutions of descending concentration. To provide clear visual contrast between the
tissues of interest, the sections were stained with the method of Herovici [286], an established
staining procedure for connective tissue. Here, the sections were mounted in neutral 26 × 76
mm2 mounting glasses of 1 mm thick (Menzel-Glaser, Germany) and hermetic sealing was
performed with 24 × 50 mm2 cover glasses 0.17 mm thick (Menzel-Glaser, Germany). Both
of these glasses were nonreactive with the tissue or stain. In this process nuclei are brownish
or black, young collagen and reticulin are blue, mature collagen is red, adipocytes are white
and both red blood cells and muscle are yellow [287]. The stained histologic whole-mount
slides were analysed with light microscopy and digitised and stored using a high-resolution
scanner (AGFA Duoscan HiD, AGFA-Gevaert N.V., Taiwan) with an optical resolution of
2000 pixels per inch (12.7 µm per pixel). Photomicrographic expanded views were taken
using a research microscope (F/G range, EUROMEX microscopes Ltd., Holland) mounted
with a digital camera (Coolpix 950, Nikon corp., Japan).
Table 4. Characteristics of 18 human breast tumour specimens used in the DEI experiments
of this thesis at the Medical Beamline ID17 of the ESRF.

Specimen

Tumour type (histologic grade)

Aa 0301
Ab 0301
Ac 0301
Ad 0301
Ae 0301
Ba 0301
Bb 0301
Bc 0301
Ca 0301
Cb 0301
Cc 0301
A 0601
B 0601
C 0601
D 0601
E 0601
F 0601
G 0601

Lobular carcinoma (2)
Lobular carcinoma (2)
Lobular carcinoma (2)
Lobular carcinoma (2)
Lobular carcinoma (2)
Fibroadenoma
Ductal carcinoma (3)
Ductal carcinoma (3)
Papilloma (intraductal)
Fibroadenoma
Medullary carcinoma (3)
Ductal carcinoma (3)
Ductal carcinoma (3)
Benign fibrocystic disease
Ductal carcinoma (3)
Medullary carcinoma
Lobular carcinoma (3)
Benign fibrocystic disease

Diameter
(mm)
50
50
50
50
50
17
17
17
10
10
10
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Thickness
(mm)
12
22
21
11
22
15
15
20
10
10
10
18
20
24
26
17
12
14

Visible
calcifications
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

Analysis of images and histopathology

Experienced radiologists independently evaluated the planar and CT images of the breast
tumour specimens acquired with different modalities. With no information on the specimen
characteristics and to determine a certain practical limit, they first examined the images taken
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with the clinical devices and identified abnormal regions by their asymmetry, shape, density
and border characteristics. The same procedure was followed with the diffraction-enhanced
images, and the regions of interest were compared with the histopathological sections. An
experienced pathologist determined the correspondence of interesting image regions with
actual morphological structures in the stained sections. In the present study the
histopathological sections (optic images) were used as references for the radiographic images.
The characteristics of breast tumour specimens were also reviewed ‘retrospectively’ based on
the original preoperative screening mammograms of the patients. This was done because the
sizes of the specimens were rather small compared with the sizes of entire breasts, and thus
determination of the accurate position of the specimen relative to the anatomic structure of the
breast was difficult. For the same reason, evaluation of lesion-caused asymmetry with respect
to the contralateral breast was not possible for the specimens. The methods used in image
interpretation, such as differentiation between malignant and benign calcifications, followed
the standard routines applied in diagnostic radiology [288].

4. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS (I-IV)
The original publications included in this thesis deal with novel methods of imaging by Xrays. The main aspects of the work lay in the development of experimental methods. The
experimental setups employed in I and II took advantage of the essentially incoherent
characteristic radiation from an X-ray tube, while the experimental setups employed in III and
IV exploited the highly coherent radiation from a synchrotron source.
I. The contrast due to refraction was as much as 20 times larger than the absorption contrast in
weakly absorbing test objects. The measured intensity distributions of the transmitted beams
were accurately reproduced by numerical calculations, indicating that the formation of
refraction contrast was understood quantitatively. No difference was apparent between the
results obtained at 2 different analyser-to-detector distances, indicating that the effects of inbeam interference were negligible. Most earlier demonstrations of enhanced edge contrast
were qualitative, but this work gives quantitative evidence of the potential for use of the DEI
method. It also demonstrates that the contrast in DEI can be interpreted in terms of refraction
at the density gradients of the object, when SAXS is not important.
II. A new type of fine-rotation attachment based on the reduction of macroscopic bending to
microscopic torque using elastic deformation was designed, constructed and calibrated. The
results from experimental calibration of the angular scale by measuring small refraction
angles from standard samples agreed within 4% with the value calculated from the elastic
constants and physical dimensions of the device. The measured resolution of the device was
better than 10 nrad (0.002 arcsec), and the repeatability of the angle was ± 20 nrad (0.004
arcsec). This type of compact torsion/bending device can be attached to a variety of
experimental setups as a high-resolution goniometer or an active element in an angular
feedback loop. An autonomous unit is inherently stable, immune to thermal drifts, free from
backlash and hysteresis and provides nanoradian angular resolution, which is sufficient to
reveal very small beam deviations due to refraction effects. Unless the limits of elastic
deformation are exceeded, the dimensions and materials of the device can be freely chosen,
corresponding to the desired angular range.
III. For the first time with the DEI technique, cross-sectional structural information on in
vitro human breast tissues was presented. The results showed that the typical morphologic
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features of ILC manifest themselves in the medium-resolution DEI-CTs compared with CTs
and mammograms and that these can be directly compared with the histopathological results.
The main findings of this work are an explanation of the contrast inherent in the DEI method
based on histological information, and guidelines for choices of the working points on the RC.
Although dose level was rather high in DEI-CT and spatial resolution was limited by the
detector pixel size, it can be inferred from these results that large improvements are possible
when an optimised detector and accurately planned acquisition parameters are used.
IV. The visibility of pleomorphic calcifications, some of which were smaller than 0.15 mm in
diameter, was greatly enhanced in the high-resolution DEI images compared with the screenfilm mammograms. Fine details of structures such as strands of collagen and contours
between glandular and adipose tissue, which were barely visible at the contrast detection limit
used in screen-film mammograms, were clearly visible with DEI. Microscopic study of the
stained histological sections confirmed the correspondence of these radiographic findings
with the morphologic changes in specimens. One of the most important observations of this
work was the strong contrast due to rejection of the increased scattering from disintegrated
supramolecular structures in regions where active de novo synthesis of collagen was in
progress. In this work, the radiation dose levels in DEI were much lower than the
recommended values in mammography accreditation programmes, even without optimization
of the system for mammographic imaging. We conclude that these advances in detecting
lesions make the DEI method a promising candidate for mammography.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE ASPECTS
Currently, X-ray mammography is the most widely used and only efficacious radiologic
method available for early detection and diagnosis of breast diseases. However, due to the
inherent limitation of absorption contrast in the mammary gland where changes in electron
densities (attenuation coefficients) are minor, completely new approaches such as phasecontrast imaging utilising monochromatic X-rays are being introduced. Recent applications
for imaging in vitro breast structures have provided enhanced image contrast with
considerably lower radiation doses than those obtained in clinical mammography. In terms of
radiation dose and image quality, the developments presented in this thesis provide valuable
evidence for the feasibility of extending DEI technology to mammography. Based on the
results presented (I-IV), the following conclusions can be drawn:
1)

X-ray refraction contrast at the contours, where the density gradient is almost
perpendicular to the incident beam, can be as much as 20 times larger than the
absorption contrast. Accurately reproduced numerical calculations indicate that the
formation of refraction contrast can be understood quantitatively. This gives valuable
evidence that in imaging by X-rays there is extensive potential for use of the DEI
technique, in which image contrast is enhanced due to variations in X-ray refraction and
scattering properties within the objects being imaged. Regarding the clinical
applications, it is essential that the refraction contrast prevails with incoherent radiation
from the X-ray tube (I).

2)

The fine-rotation device provides nanoradian angular resolution and hence an efficient
way of revealing very small X-ray beam deviations due to refraction effects. Use of the
device relies on the initial calibration, which can be performed by measuring small
refraction angles from standard samples. This type of stable, hysteresis- and backlash-
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free attachment can be used for many applications in X-ray or neutron optics and
crystallography. Compact size and free orientation of the instrument are particularly
important for potential clinical applications (II).
3)

Among radiographical methods, only DEI-CT is capable of demonstrating significant
correspondence with histology. The characteristic features of lobular carcinoma
invasion become clearly visible in medium-resolution DEI-CT, while the changes are
vague in CT and mammography. The origin of contrast in DEI can be explained based
on the actual morphological structures observed in histopathological analysis of the
specimens. This points to the ultimate goal of DEI-CT: imaging a slice of breast with
almost the specificity of histopathology. The dose in the DEI-CT method can be
reduced by an order of magnitude from the values currently employed, particularly
when an optimised detector is used (III).

4)

A remarkable correspondence with histology is obtained only with the DEI method.
High-resolution DEI provides better detail visibility of calcifications and thin collagen
strands, which is required to increase the number of correct assessments and earlier
detection of breast lesions in mammography. Improved soft tissue contrast is obtained at
considerably lower radiation doses than in screen-film mammography. These advances
in lesion detection make the DEI method a very promising candidate for mammography
(IV).

General conclusions
Judging by the results of this thesis, I conclude that there is considerable potential for
improvement in mammographic imaging, not only in the optimization of image quality and
radiation dose, but also in the characterisation of different tissue types. The imaging setups
presented in the present study are ideal systems used to investigate and understand the physics
behind the contrast mechanisms in next-generation X-ray-imaging technologies. Use of the
DEI method clearly increases the contrast resolution in soft tissues and provides better
visibility of diagnostically important details, which would be needed for earlier detection of
breast lesions in mammography. These advances in lesion detection at lower absorbed dose
levels than those obtained with currently used methods in mammography makes the DEI
method a promising candidate even for high-resolution breast CT with clinically acceptable
doses. The factors affecting image formation must be studied further to yield more directly
interpretable information on the mammary glands, since the edge-enhancing contrast in DEI
often overwhelms essential diagnostic features. This also leads to an important aspect in
developing the DEI technique, i.e. training of radiologists in interpretation of the images
through comparison with histology and clinical mammograms. Indeed, the situation is much
the same as it probably was with X-ray absorption radiography a century ago, and with MRI
and US devices even recently.
Future developments
The experiments conducted at the synchrotron laboratories have essentially been basic
research on the comparison between the specimen morphology revealed by the DEI method
and histopathology of the specimen. This research is currently pursued by several groups
around the world, but in general the medical research community is not aware of the
opportunities provided by the DEI method. However, the future possibilities of the method as
medical applications should not be underestimated. So far, the applications have been
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restricted to in vitro studies, which may appear to be helpful in pathological diagnostics.
Rapid development of high-resolution digital X-ray detectors has added a new dimension to
the utilisation of DEI-CT. It has the advantage of nondestructively obtaining 3D microscale
information on object structures, probably with almost the specificity of histopathology,
which may further increase the clinical value of the technique. In addition to in vivo tissue
characterisation without the need for biopsy, this enables follow-up investigations of the
origins, initial stages and development of diseases implanted into laboratory animals, etc.
The future role of the DEI technique in clinical applications is still too early to predict, but it
is expected that technical developments will be pursued extensively to make available highflux X-ray sources and advanced X-ray optics for hospital environments. The ultimate goal of
DEI is its use in high-resolution, low-dose in vivo breast CT, which could provide more
accurate morphologic information for detection, localisation and classification of diseases.
The tomographic nature of images enables the separation of superimposed structures, which is
of particular value when entire breasts rather than thin pathological specimens are imaged.
Separation increases the conspicuity of features, especially of the most minor diseases in
dense breasts or occult cases that are often obscured by overlapping structures in planar
imaging, and hence this is expected to result in more accurate diagnosis of breast cancer. The
3D images would also be obtained without compression of breast, so that the pain and
discomfort, which are frequently discussed adverse effects associated with screening
mammography, could be avoided. For these reasons, the idea of dedicated breast DEI-CT
should be studied further for its potential use in at least certain subpopulations of women, e.g.
women with dense breast parenchyma, and as an adjunct to conventional diagnostic methods.
If additional, clinically relevant information is so obtained at dose levels comparable to or
lower than those used in current mammographic methods, wider evaluation of breast DEI-CT
as a mass screening tool should also be considered. Along with the avoidance of unnecessary
biopsies, this would be likely to alter the survival and quality of life for patients with breast
cancer. However, for the ultimate assessment of its clinical value, it would be decisive
whether and how additional information could be exploited diagnostically and what barriers
could be expected from the technical and financial points of view compared with current
fairly cost-effective clinical mammographic methods. In diagnostic use the method should
also have high specificity and sensitivity, and practical aspects such as special requirements
for patient imaging as well as limited personnel and time resources of health care systems
must be taken into account. Answers to these questions would first require fabricating a breast
DEI-CT scanner and thereafter defining its actual clinical role through controlled, large-scale
randomised prospective trials comparing the method with other, more standard methods and
ultimately with patient outcome. Some answers, nevertheless, concerning dose and image
quality, which will be fundamental questions in evaluation of the potential for dedicated
breast DEI-CT, can already be inferred from the results of the present thesis.
Further research is still needed to fully understand the physics behind image formation, so
that the images can be processed and decoded to reveal more directly interpretable
information than is currently possible. Before re-education of radiologists, clinically realistic
analysis will require imaging of a wide set of specimens including control tissues to learn how
to perceive and separate the multitude of details in DEI images through comparison with
histology and ordinary mammograms. First, these should be directed towards the analysis of
findings and lesions that are more frequently overlooked in mammograms. One of these is
ILC, the prevalence of which is probably underestimated with ordinary mammography due to
its low opacity and low number of suspicious calcifications. A typical morphologic
characteristic of this lesion is the ‘Indian file pattern’ of infiltration along the collagen strands,
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so that increased detail in the visibility obtained with DEI may enable early detection of this
lesion. The capability of DEI for optimal demonstration of different contrast mechanisms is
strongly dependent on the chosen angular position on the RC as well as the width of the RC.
Before clinical tasks can be done, further investigation will be required to determine the
values of these parameters to the various tissue types. In the long term, it may be possible to
develop calculation algorithms that would be instrumental in computer-aided identification of
various tissue types. Other facts to be determined concern the most appropriate imaging
devices, optimised energy levels, dose and other parameters of image quality. When the
potential of DEI is fully established, the next logical stride in research will be to validate the
method for in vivo human studies. At the beginning, this will necessitate the construction of
dedicated mammography beamlines, such as the one being implemented at the Elettra
synchrotron facility in Trieste, Italy [23,289]. Clinical trials have been planned in 2004 to
investigate monochromatic phase-contrast mammographic imaging in a selected number of
voluntary patients [290]. Positive results of that pilot in vivo project will probably drive the
technologic improvements that will facilitate consideration of the method’s clinical
usefulness.
To widen the possibilities for adopting the DEI technique as a clinical mammographic tool
will also necessitate developments in detector technology and compact monochromatic X-ray
sources, in addition to further results achieved by researchers in synchrotron laboratories. In
clinical in vivo imaging, a fast-readout detector and a high-flux source are needed for
resolving the refraction and extinction effects and for image acquisition in very short
exposure times because of patient movement during the exposure. With digital detectors
approaching an optimal state, both in terms of improved detection efficiency and better spatial
resolution, a major obstacle to further progress in widespread use of DEI will be the source
itself. Several laboratories, academic institutions and private industry are pursuing the
technical advances aimed at in this issue, so it is very probable that over the next few years
some solutions will be made commercially available, thus enabling easier access to more
practical on-site imaging devices, which can be employed outside synchrotron facilities. The
latest advance in this field is based on the inverse Compton scattering phenomenon, in which
a linac coupled to a high-intensity laser provides tuneable coherent radiation of high intensity
[291]. Other sources that can outperform conventional tube-based X-ray sources are based on
brehmsstrahlung emission either from laser-produced plasmas or from liquid-metal anodes
[292-295]. It is also possible that DEI technology will find benefits in some other areas of
diagnostic radiology, such as skeletal radiology, or in completely new fields such as material
science or industrial nondestructive testing. Before we know any of the answers to these
presumptions, one thing is known for sure. Work in developing DEI modalities suitable for
detecting and characterising either in vitro or in vivo breast tumours earlier and more
accurately, even at cellular levels, will necessitate multidisciplinary collaboration among
researchers in the fields of biology, engineering, oncology, pathology, physics and radiology.
Even minor developmental steps in this interesting field of research can be significant, since it
is here a question of a rather common disease that may have fatal consequences if not
detected and treated early enough. The future will show whether any DEI applications will
ever become routine methods or possibly, in certain circumstances, even replace some of the
existing imaging methods.
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ERRATA
I: On page 420 in section 2:

Eq. (2a) should be as Eq. (3a) in chapter 2.1 of this
thesis.

III: On page 177 in section 2.1:

0.15 mm Cu should be 4.1 mm Al as in caption of
Fig. 13 of this thesis.
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